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Abstract 
Although unification algorithms have been developed for numerous equational 
theories there is still a lack of general methods . In this paper we apply al-
gebraic techniques to the study of a whole class of theories, which we call 
monoidal. Our approach leads to general results on the structure of unifica-
tion algorithms and the unification type of such theories. 
An equational theory is monoidal if it contains a binary operation which 
is associative and commutative , an identity for the binary operation, and an 
arbitrary number of unary symbols which are homomorphisms for the binary 
operation and the identity. Monoidal theories axiomatize varieties of abelian 
monoids. Examples are the theories of abelian monoids (AC), idempotent 
abelian monoids (ACI), and abelian groups. 
To every monoidal theory we associate a semiring. Intuitively, semirings 
are rings without subtraction. We show that every unification problem in a 
monoidal theory can be translated into a system of linear equations over the 
corresponding semiring. More specifically, problems without free constants 
are translated into homogeneous eq uations. For problems with free constants 
inhomogeneous equations have to be solved in addition. 
Exploiting the correspondence between unification and linear algebra we 
give algebraic characterizations of the unification type of a theory. In par-
ticular, we show that with respect to unification without constants monoidal 
theories are either unitary or nullary. Applying Hilbert's Basis Theorem we 
prove that theories of groups with commuting homomorphisms are unitary 
with respect to unification with and without constants. 
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1 Introduction 
Unification theory is concerned with problems of the following kind: Given two 
terms built from function symbols and variables, do there exist terms that can be 
substituted for the variables such that the two terms thus obtained are equal? This 
operation, called unification of terms, is the fundamental operation in automated 
deduction . In gis seminal paper that presented the resolution calculus for first 
order predicate logic, Robinson [Rob65] gave an algorithm to compute a unifying 
substitution of two terms and proved that this unifier is most general in the sense 
that every other unifier can be obtained from it by further instantiation of variables. 
Plotkin [Plo72] suggested to generalize Robinson's syntactic unification to unifi-
cation modulo equationally defined first order theories as a more efficient means for 
equational deduction. Since then, equational unification has been built into resolu-
tion theorem provers, logic programming languages , and completion procedures for 
rewriting systems. In his survey, Siekmann [Sie89] gives an overview of the different 
applications of unification. 
Unification algorithms have been designed for a number of equational theories. 
But in spite of the substantial body of results, the field still lacks abstraction and 
a reservoir of general methods. In this paper we apply algebraic techniques to 
investigate unification problems for a class of equational theories rather than for a 
single theory. Our approach leads to general results on the structure of unification 
algorithms and the unification type of thf' theories. 
The class of monoidaL theo'f"'ies contains several special theories that turned out 
useful in applications and for which special unification algorithms have been devel-
oped. An equational theory is monoidal if it contains a binary operation which is 
associative and commutative, an identity for the binary operation, and an arbitrary 
number of unary symbols which are homomorphisms for the binary operation and 
the identity. For instance, AC, i.e., the theory of abelian monoids, ACI, i.e., the 
theory of idempotent abelian monoids, and AG, i.e., the theory of abelian groups are 
monoidal. Thf' varieties described by monoidal theories consist of abelian monoids. 
This fact motivated the name for the class. 
It is well-kllowil tha.t AC-unifica.tion amounts to solving linear equations over 
the nonnegative integers [Blit86, For87, HS87, LS76, Sti75, Sti81], and unification 
in AG is done by solving linear equations over the integers [LBB84]. But up to 
now it was unclear whether the correlation between equational theories and linear 
equations was merely accidental or if there is some deeper structural connection. 
We will show that the latter is the case. 
A monoidal theory £ determines a semiring St, that is, an algebraic structure 
which can be thought of as a ring without substraction. For instance, the semirings 
corresponding 1.0 thf' thf'orif's AC. ACL and AG a.re the natural numbers N, the 
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boolean semiring B = {a, I}, and the ring of integers Z, respectively. We will prove 
that solving unification problems without constants in £ is equivalent to solving sys-
tems of homogeneous linear equations over S£ and that problems with free constants 
give rise to inhomogeneous equation systems. Based on this result we can outline a 
schema for a universal unification algorithms for monoidal theories. In order to turn 
this schema into an effective unification algorithm for a given theory £ one has to 
provide an algorithm that solves linear equations over S£. There is a rich repertoire 
of algebraic techniques for solving linear equations in the mathematical literature 
and these can usefully be employed for unification algorithms. 
Unlike the case of Robinson's syntactic unification, a single most general unifier 
representing all solutions lleed ItO longer exist when equalities are present. Equa-
tional theories have been classified according to the number of "most general so-
lutions" that are needed to represent all solutions of a unification problem [SieS9]. 
A theory is of type 'unitary or finitary if one or finitely many most general solutions, 
respectively, are sufficient, otherwise the theory is infinitary or nullary. We will 
use the close correspondence between unification and linear algebra to characterize 
the unification type of monoidal theories algebraically: a theory £ is unitary with 
respect to unification without constants if and only if the solution spaces of linear 
equation systems over Sf are fini tely generated; if this is not the case, the theory 
is nullary. Rings with similar properties have been studied extensively in algebra. 
A commutative ring S is noetherian if all ideals of S are finitely generated [Jac80]. 
As a consequence, the solution spaces of linear equation systems over S are finitely 
generated. A well-known result of this research is Hilbert's Basis Theorem, which 
we will apply to obtain a sufficient criterion for monoidal theories to be unitary-for 
unification with and wi t hout constants. 
Baader [Baa89a] studied unification in so-called commutative theories which he 
defined by categorical properties. It has been shown that monoidal and commuta-
tive theories are identical modulo a signature transformation [BN91]. Therefore all 
results on monoida.l theories apply to commuta.tive theories as well. In his frame-
work he proved some of the basic results on the unifica.tion type of commutative 
theories that are also contained in this paper. In contrast to his work, our approach 
clarifies the algebraic structure of unification problems, and thus allows us to use 
algebraic techniques directly for designing unification algorithms in these theories. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly review basic definitions 
and fix our notation. In Section 3 we define monoidal theories and give examples. In 
Section 4 we give an abstract reformulation of unification as unification of morphisms 
rather than unification of terms. Section 5 presents semirings as basics of linear 
equations. In Section 6 we show how monoidal theories are related to semirings and 
develop a technique that allows us to represent morphisms by means of matrices 
over semirings. Section 7 t reats unification problems without constants and Section 
S problems with constants. In both sections we give algebraic characterizations of 
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unification problems and derive schemata for algorithms. Section 8 summarizes our 
results. 
2 Basic Notions and Notation 
We briefly review the necessary notions and notation concerning preorders and uni-
fication theory, assuming that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of uni-
versal algebra [Gra68]. A collection of papers representing the state of the art in 
unification theory can be found in [Kir90]. 
In this paper we will write composition of mappings from left to right, that is, 
¢o'I/J or simply ¢'I/J means first ¢ and then 'I/J. Consequently, we use suffix notation for 
mappings (but not for function symbols in terms and not for the operations denoted 
by them). Moreover, if 5, T are sets, ¢: 5 ~ T is a mapping, and 5 ' is a subset of 
5, then 5' ¢ denotes the set {a' ¢ I a' E 5'}. This will ~implify the notation later on. 
2.1 Preorders 
Some of the basic concepts of unification theory like the notion of a most general 
unifier and the notion of a complete or a minimal complete set of unifiers are defined 
in terms of a preorder on substitutions. Instead of studying this preorder directly 
we often will translate it into other preorders. For this purpose we provide a basic 
vocabulary for dealing with preorders in general. 
A preorde1' is a reflexive and transitive relation. Let ":S;" be a preorder on a set 
S. We say that the elements a and a' of 5 are independent if neither a :s; a' nor 
a' :s; a. The strict part of ":S;" is the relation "<" defined by a < a' if a :s; a' but 
Ilot a' :s; a. All <'1<'11 WIl t (J E S' is m:;nimal if there is no a' E S such that a' < a. 
A subset 8' ~ S' is a. complelF 8e/ if for pvery a E S there exists some a' E 5 ' such 
that a' :s; a. A minimal complete set is a complete set such that no proper subset is 
complete. A least element is an element a E 5 such that a :s; a' for all a' E S. 
Obviously, complete subsets of 5 always exist, since 5 is a complete subset of 
itself. Minimal complete subsets, however, need not exist, but if they do exist, any 
two of them have equal cardinality [FH86] . If S' ~ 5 is a minimal complete set, 
then every a E 5' is minimal. A minimal complete subset of 5 exists if and only if 
the minimal elements of S form a complete subset. In other words, 5 has a minimal 
complete subset if alld only if for every a E S there is a minimal element a' E 5 such 
that a' ::; a. If S' ~ S' is a. complet.p Sf't such that any two elements are independent, 
then 5' is a minimal complete set. In particular, for any least element a E 5 the 
singleton {a} is a minimal complete set. 
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2.2 Equational Theories 
We assume that two disjoint infinite sets of symbols are given, namely, a set of 
function symbols (like f,h) and a set of variables (like x,y,z). A signature E is 
a finite set of function symbols each of which has a fixed arity. Every signature 
E determines a class of E-algebms and E-homomorphisms. The realization of a 
E-function symbol f in a E-algebra A is written as fA. We define E-terms and 
I">substitutions as usual. By [xdt}, ... , Xn/tn] we denote the substitution which 
replaces the variables Xi by the terms ti. Let X be a set of variables. The set of all 
E-terms with variables in X forms the term algebra Tr:(X). If X is the set of all 
variables then substitutions are precisely the E-homomorphisms Tr:(X) -t TE(X) 
that move only finitely many variables. 
A E-identdy is a. pair::; == t of E-terms. A stable E-congruence is a set of E-
identities that is closed under the congruence operations and under the application of 
E-substitutions. An equational the01'y [ = (E, E) is a pair consisting of a signature 
E and a stable congruence E on the set of all E-terms. We will write s =[ t if 
s == tEE. For every binary relation E' between E-terms there exists a least stable 
congruence E containing E'. We say that E is the stable congruence genemted by 
E'. A E-algebra that satisfies every identity in E is called an [-algebra. The set of 
all E-congruence classes I of E-terms t E Tr:(X) forms an [-algebra F[(X) where 
every function symbol f is interpreted as the operation r;, ... , tn t---+ f(t}, .. . , tn). 
By abuse of notation we will often identify a term t with its congruence class I if it 
is clear from the context which is which. 
The [-algebra FdX) is Ftc over X in the following sense: for every [-algebra A 
and every mapping g: X -t A there exists a unique E-homomorphism O'g: Fe(X) -t 
A which extends g, that is xg = XO'g for all X E X. For every set X, free [-algebras 
are unique up to E-isomorphism. Therefore we call FdX) the free [-algebm over 
the set of genemiors x. If X = {x}, ... ,Xn} is a finite set we sometimes write 
Fe(x} , ... , xn) instead .of FdX). 
If X = {Xl, . .. ,xn}, then every E-homomorphism 0': Fe(X) -t F[(Y) is uniquely 
determined by the images X;O' of the elements Xi, since Fe(X) is free over X. There-
fore we can represent 0' by a substitut ion 0" := [Xl /t l , ... ,xn/tn], where the terms 
li E Td Y) are chosen such that Ii = x;O". Conversely, every substitution gives 
rise to a E-homomorphism 0': F[(X) -t Fe(Y) if we put XO' := XO". In the sequel 
we will identify a E-homomorphism between free [-algebras with the substitution 
representing it, if there is no danger of confusion. 
2.3 Unification 
The following gives the traditional definitions of unification theory. However, later 
on, we will take all equi valellt but IllOre abstract approach, that will be presented 
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in Section 4. 
A ~-equation is a pair of ~-terms written as 5 == t. A ~-equation system is 
a finite sequence of ~-equations f = (51 == t l , . .. , 5 n == t n ). The set of variables 
occurring in ~ is denoted as V(f). 
A unification problem for an equational theory [ = (~, E) is presented by a ~­
equation system f. An [-unifier of f is a substitution b such that sib =£ tib for 
i = 1, ... , n. We denote the set of all [-unifiers of f as U£(f) . 
Since we are only interested in equality of terms modulo the theory [ we need 
not distinguish between substitutions that map variables to i-equal terms. Given 
a unification problem f, we may also consider two unifiers as equal if they map 
the variables occurring in f to [-equal terms. Usually we do not need the set of 
all [-unifiers, but rather a subset from which all other unifiers can be generated 
by instantiation. To make this precise we introduce the following relations between 
substitutions. Let (7, T: TE(X) -+ TE(Y) and T/: TE(X) -+ TE(Z), Then we write 
• (7 =£,X T iff X(7 =£ XT for all x E X 
• (7 'S.£.x T/ iff there exists a substitution A such that T/ =£,X (7 A. 
Obviously, (7 =£ ,X T if and only if (7 and T describe the same ~-homomorphism 
Ft;(X) -+ Ft;(Y) for any finite set of variables Y that contains the variables intro-
duced by (7 and T. Moreover, it is easy to verify that "'S.£ ,x" is a preorder. 
In particular, "'S.£,V(f')" is a preorder on Ut;(f). We say that a set U ~ Ut:(r) is 
a complete set of unifie1's or a minimal complete set of unifiers if U is a complete 
or minimal complete set with respect to the preorder "'S.£,v(r)". A unifier is most 
general if it is a least element of Vdf). For applications one is not interested in 
arbitrary complete sets of unifiers but in minimal complete sets, because one wants 
to keep the set of unifiers .under consideration as small as possible. 
The unification type of a theory [ is defined with reference to the existence and 
cardinality of minimal complete sets (see [Sie89]). A theory is [ infinitary (finitary, 
or unitary) if for every unification problem minimal complete sets of [-unifiers exist 
(and their cardinality is finite, or at most one, respectively). A theory [ is nullary if 
there exists an [-unification problem without a minimal complete set of [-unifiers. 
These four classes form the unification hierarchy. Note that a theory is unitary if 
and only if every solvable unification problem has a most general unifier. 
One may distinguish between three kinds of unification problems (d. [Baa91]): 
l. problems without constants or elementary problems, where the terms contain 
only symbols from the signature of the underlying theory; 
2. problems with constants, where addi tional free constants may occur; 
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3. problems with free function symbols, where arbitrary function symbols not 
specified in the signature are allowed. 
A proper formalization of the cases (2) and (3) would require to consider the prob-
lems in the theory that is obtained by adding the additional symbols to the signature. 
All three variants may arise in applications. Free function symbols have to be 
taken into account in theorem proving, where they are introduced by skolemiza-
tion, and in rewtit ing modulo equational theories . As shown in [Biir89]' matching 
problems correspond to special unification problems with constants. In the present 
paper, we will only deal with elementary problems and problems containing free 
constants. Schmidt-SchauB [SS89] showed that an algorithm for arbitrary combi-
nations of disjoint theories- and thus in particular for problems with free function 
symbols- can be derived from algorithms that solve problems with free constants 
in the individual theories. 
If nothing else is specified , "unification"will always mean "unification without 
constants. " 
3 Monoidal Theories : Definitions and Examples 
Monoidal theories generalize the equational theories AC, ACI, and AG. In this 
section we first define monoidal theories and then give examples. 
An equational Hwory [ = (~, E) is monoidal ir . 
1. E contains a constant 0, a binary function symbol "+," and an arbitrary 
number of unary function symbols, but no other symbols 
2. "+" is associative and commutative, that is, (x + y) + z =£ x + (y + z) and 
x + y =[ y + x 
3. 0 is the identity for "+ ," that is 0 + x =£ x + 0 =£ x 
.1. every Ulla.ry sYlllbol h is a.IIOI1l011lOrphism for "+" and 0, that is, h(x+y) =£ 
h(:r) + h(y) and h(O) =t O. 
A monoidal theory may contain arbitrary additional identities over E, the only 
requirement is, that at least the above laws hold . Monoidal theories describe varieties 
of abelian monoids with homomorphisms. This fact was the motivation for calling 
these theories "monoidal." 
General A ssu m p tion. In the rest of the paper we assume that [. = (E, E) denotes 
a monoidal fh~ory . 
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Example 3.1 Suppose" +" is a binary function symbol and ° is nullary. We con-
sider the following signatures: ~ := {+,O}; ~' := ~ U {h}, where h is unary; 6. := 
{+, 0, -}, where - is unary; 6.' := 6. U {h}, where h is unary; and 0 := {+, 0, i}, 
where i is unary. 
AC = (~, EAC ), where EAC is generated by the associativity, commutativity, and 
identity laws for" +" and 0, axiomatizes the theory of abelian monoids. It is 
the least monoidal theory in that its signature contains no unary symbol and 
only the identities of the definition hold. 
ACI = (~, EACr) is the theory of idempotent abelian monoids. The congruence E AC1 
is the least one that contains E AC and the idempotence law x + x == x . 
AG = (6., E AG ) is the theory of abelian groups. E AG is generated by the identities 
which state that" +" is the binary operation of an abelian group with neutral 
element ° and inverse -. 
ACH = (~', EACH), the theory of abelian monoids with homomorphism, extends AC 
by the homomorphism laws for the symbol h. 
AGH = (6., E AG ), the theory of abel-i.an gro'ups with homomo'rphism, extends AG by 
the homomorphism laws for the symbol h. 
GAUSS = (0, EGAUSS), where EGAUSS is generated by the identities which state that 
"+" is associative and commutative with identity 0, that i is a homomorphism 
for "+", and by the identity x + i(i(x)) == 0. 
o 
A monoidal theory £ is a theory with commuting homomorphisms if for all unary 
function symbols h, h' E ~ we have h(h'(x)) =[ h'(h(x)). A monoidal theory £ is a 
group theory if for some term t we have x + t =[ 0. Intuitively, in a group theory, 
there exist inverse elements for addition. 
Example 3.2 With the exception of AGH, all theories in Example 3.1 have at most 
one unary function symbol. Thus, they are tl~ivially theories with commuting ho-
momorphisms. By some straightforward equational deduction one can show that 
h( -x) =AGH -h(x). Hence, also in AGH homomorphisms commute. 
The theories AG, AGH, and GAUSS are group theories. o 
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4 An Abstract V iew of Unification 
Commonly, unification is understood as unification of terms by means of substi-
tutions, taking account of aQ equational theory [ = (~, E) (cf. Subsection 2.3). 
However, in this paper we will conceive it as unification of ~-homomorphisms be-
tween free [-algebras by means of ~-homomorphisms. Similar reformulations of 
unification have been given by Rydeheard and Burstall [RB85], Goguen [Gog89], 
and Baader [Baa89a]. 
Let [ = (~, E) be an equational theory, f = (S1 == t1, .. . , Sn == tn) be a ~­
equation system, and let Y := V(r). Suppose the substitution 0 is an [-unifier of f . 
Then SiO =£ tiO for i = 1, ... ,n. Obviously, the [-unification problem f is invariant 
under [-equality in the following sense. If f' is obtained from f by replacing the 
terms Si, ti by terms s; , t;, respectively, such that Si =£ s; and ti =£ t;, then 0 is 
also a unifier of f'. Similarly, if 0' is a substitution with 0' =£,}' 0, then 0' is also a 
unifier of rand r'. 
A possible wa.y to account for t his invariance would be to assume that a uni-
fication problem is given by a sequence r = (Sl == II"." sn == In) of equations 
between elements of FdY) and to define a unifier of such a problem as a ~-homo­
morphism 0: FdY) ~ FdZ ) satisfying SiO = liO for i = 1, . . . , n. An equivalent 
but more elegant way is the following: Let X = {Xl, . .. , Xn} be a set of cardinality 
n. Define (7, T: FdX) ~ FdY) as the ~-homomorphisms satisfying xw = Si and 
XiT = ti. Since FdX) is free over X, (7 and T are uniquely determined by this 
condition. Conversely, Si and ti can be reconstructed from 0- and T as the values of 
the elements .ri. 
Now, it is easy to see that a ~-homomorphism 0: FE( Y) ~ FE( Z) is a unifier of 
r if and only if (7D = TD. Actually, if (70 = T8, then SiO = xwo = XiTO = tiO for 
i = 1, ... , n. Conversely, if for all i we have Si8 = ti8, it follows that for all i we 
have xw8 = XiT8. Thus, 0-0 and T8 agree on the generators of FdX) and therefore 
are equal. 
The above discussion motivates the following definition. An [-unification prob-
lem is a parallel pair 0- , T: FdX) ~ F.:(Y) of ~-homomorphisms between finitely 
generated free [-algebras. An [-un~fier of (7 and T is a I:-homomorphism 0: FdY) ~ 
F£(Z) such that 0-8 = r8. 
We say that 8 is mOl"(. general than a l:-homomorphism TJ: FdY) ~ Fc(Z') 
if there exists some ~-homol1lorphis1l1 A: F,::(Z) ~ F,dZ') such that TJ = 8A . In 
this case we write 8 :s; TJ. It is easy to verify that ":S;" is a preorder and that 
for two ~-substitutions 0', TJ': TE(X) ~ TdY) we have 8' :S;£,x TJ' if and only if the 
corresponding ~-homomorphisms 8, TJ satisfy 0 :s; TJ . Therefore, one can equivalently 
define complete and minimal complete sets of unifiers as well as the unification type 
of a theory in terms of t he preorder ":S;". 
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5 Basic Structures for Linear Equations: 
Semirings 
Since unification in monoidal theories will be based on solving linear equations over 
semirings, we give a short introduction to these structures. In the literature, the 
theory of linear equat ions is usually developed as the theory of fields, vector spaces, 
and linear mappings. Few text books base the theory, more generally, on rings 
• 
instead of fields (see e.g. [Jac74]). However, there exists no thorough presentation 
of linear algebra over semirings. Kuich and Salomaa [KS85] use semirings to study 
formallanguages but are not concerned with linear equations of the kind we want 
to consider. 
5 .1 Semirings 
A semiring is a set S with distinct elements 0 and 1 that is equipped with two binary 
operations "+" and "." such that (S,+,O) is a commutative monoid, (S, ·,l) is a 
monoid, and all 0, (3, I E S satisfy the identities 
(right dist 'ribul'ivity) 
2. o· (f3 + I) = 0 . f3 + 0 . I (left distributivity) 
3. O· 0 = 0 . 0 = 0 (zero laws) . 
We call the binary operations" +" and "." the addition and the multiplication of 
the semiring, respectively. The elements 0 and 1 are called zero and unit. In the 
sequel we will often omit the" . " sign and write 0(3 instead of 0 . (3. 
A semiring is commutative if its multiplication is commutative. Semirings are 
different from rillgs in that they need not be groups with respect to addition. In 
contrast to rings , we cannot deduce the zero laws from the rest of the axioms. 
Example 5 .1 The natural numbers (i.e., the nonnegative integers) form a semiring 
N if the operations are interpreted in the obvious way. 
The boolean semiring B consists of the two elements 0 and l. In addition to the 
semiring laws it sa.tisfies 1 + I = 1. The semirings N and B are propel'in the sense 
that they are 110\ rings . 
Every ring is a semiring. In particular, the ring of integers Z is a semiring. The 
ring of gaussian numbers Z EB i Z , wh ich consists of complex numbers m + in where 
m, nE Z , is a semiring, too. 
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For every semiring 5 one can construct the semiring 5[X] of polynomials in the 
indeterminate X with coefficients from 5. 0 
5.2 Modules 
Modules over semirings are a generalization of vector spaces over fields. As in the 
case of non-commutative fields, where one has to distinguish between left and right 
vector spaces, we will define left and right modules. 
A left (right) module over a semiring 5 is a commutative monoid (M, +, 0) to-
gether with a scalar multiplication 
(o:,a) I-t o:a (Mx5-M (a,o:) I-t ao:) 
such that for all 0:, {J E 5 and a, bE M the identities (1) to (6) ((I') to (6')) hold: 
l. (0:. (J)a = o:({Ja) I'. a(o:· (J) = (ao:){J 
2. (0: + {J)a = o:a + (Ja 2'. a(o: + (J) = ao: + a{J 
3. o:(a + b) = o:a + o:b 3'. (a + b) 0: = ao: + bo: 
4. 0:0 = 0 4'. 00: = 0 
5. la = a 5'. al = a 
6. Oa = 0 6'. aO = o. 
Example 5.2 The singleton {O} is a left (right) module over 5 if the scalar mul-
tiplication is defined in the obvious way. We call it the zero module and denote it 
as O. 
For a finite set X we denote by 5 x the set of tuples over 5 which are indexed by 
the elements of X. The set 5 x is turned into a left (right) 5-module if we define the 
addition componentwise and the left scalar multiplication by 0: ({JX)XEX := (o:·{JX)XEX 
(and the right one by ((f3X)XEX)O: := ({Jx . O:)XEX). The y-th unit vector ey E 5 x is 
the tuple (O:X)XEX where O:y = 1 and O:x = 0 for x =J. y. Note that 50 is a singleton. 
We identify 50 with O. 0 
Next we introduce structure preserving mappings between left (right) modules 
M, N. Recall that function application is written in suffix notation. A mapping 
0": M - N is left (right) linear if all 0: E 5 and all a, b E M satisfy the identities 
(1), (2), and (3) ((1), (2'), and (3)): 
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1. (a+b)(7=a(7+b(7 
2. (aa)(7 = a(a(7) 2'. (a a)(7 = (a(7) a 
3. 0(7 = O. 
In the above definitions, left and right modules are distinguished by the fact 
that semi ring elements are applied in the first case to the left and in the second 
case to the right~of module elements. An equivalent way of defining right modules 
is to introduce them in the same way as left modules with the only exception that 
identity (1) is replaced by the identity 
I'. (a·f3)a=f3(aa). 
For commutative semirings, identities (1) and (1') are equivalent. In this case, there 
is only a notational difference between left and right modules and left and right 
linear mappings. 
Many important properties of vector spaces over fields do not carryover to arbi-
trary modules over semirings. For instance, there is no one-to-one correspondence 
between matrices and linear mappings. Fortunately, we retain many nice properties 
if we restrict ourselves to free modules. 
A left (right) module F is f1'ee over a set of generators X ~ F if for every left 
(right) module M and pvery mapping g: X --) M there is a unique left (right) linear 
Illappiug (7y: F --) .\1 slich tha.t. .my = xg for a ll .r E .\'. If F, F' are left (right) 
S-modules such that F is free over X and F' is free over X', then F and F' are 
isomorphic if there exists a bijection between X and X'. 
Since a free module is determined by its generators up to isomorphism, we will 
talk about the free left (right) S -module over X for any given set X. 
Proposition 5.3 If X is finite then SX with left (right) scala1' multiplication is the 
free left (right) S -module ove'/' {ex I :2: E )\"}. 
Proof. Let M be a left S -mod ule and g: {ex I x EX} --) M be a mapping. 
Define (79: SX --) M by ((ax)xEX )(79 := LXEX ax(e.xg). Then it is easy to see that 
(79 is left linear. On the other hand, since for every a = (ax)xEx E SX we have 
a = LXEX axex, it follows that for any left linear mapping T: SX --) M satisfying 
exT = exg the equation aT = (LxEX axex)T = LXEX ax(exT) = LXEX ax(exg) = a(79 
holds. 
The case of right modules is treated analogously. o 
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5.3 Matrices 
We compute with linear mappings by means of matrices. As long as we deal with 
linear mappings between finitely generated free modules the correspondence between 
linear mappings and matrices is the same as in linear algebra over fields. 
A left linear mapping (1: SX --+ SY can be described by an X x Y-matrix C,. 
with entries from S as follows: the x-th row of C a = ((1XY)XEX,YEY contains the 
components of ex(1, the image of the x- th unit vector ex under (1. Following the 
usual rules of matrix and vector multiplication we have a(1 = aCa where a E SX 
is written as a row vector. Conversely, every X x Y-matrix C defines a left linear 
mapping (1c: SX --+ SY by a(1c := aC. 
If (1 is right linear we have to slightly modify the construction. We take Ca as the 
Y x X -matrix that has the components of ex (1 in the x-th column . Then a(1 = Caa, 
where a E SX is written as a column vector. For commutat ive semi rings both 
constructions are equivalent, in linear algebra over commutative fields the second 
one IS more common. 
If (1, T: SX --+ SY are left (right) linear, the pointwise sum of (1 and T is the 
mapping (1 + T: SX --+ SY defined by a((1 + T) := a(1 + aT for all a E SX. The 
pointwise sum (1 + T is again left (right) linear and C a+ r = C a + Cr. If in addition 
"I: SY --+ SZ is left (right) linear, then the composition (1T is again left (right) 
linear and Cary = CaCry . Converse ly, for a ll matrices B, C, Dover S we have 
(1B+C = (1B + (1e and (1eD = (1e (1D· 
For any left (right) linear mapping 0': SX --+ SI'" the dual mapping of (1 is the 
right (left) linear mapping 0'*: SI' --+ SX defined by aO'* := Caa (:= aCa ). It follows 
that (0' + T)* = 0'* + T*, ((1"1)* = ry*O'*, and 0'** = 0'. Moreover, we have (1 = T if 
and only if (1* = T*. Note that 0' and 0'* are given by the same matrix and that C a* 
is not the transpose of Ca. 
6 Monoidal Theories and Semirings 
In this section we construct for every monoidal theory [ = (~, E) a canonical semir-
ing St: such that ~-homomorphisms between free [-algebras can be described by 
matrices over Sf . This fact will be used in the following sections to investigate 
unification problems us ing algebraic techniques. 
6.1 Monoidal Theories Define Semirings 
It has been shown that AC-unification amounts to solving linear equations over 
the semiring N [Blit86, For87, HS87, LS76, Sti75, Sti81] and that unification in 
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the theory of abelian groups amounts to solving linear equations over the ring Z 
[LBB84]. We will generalize these results by associating to every monoidal theory 
£ a semiring Sf, that will be used to solve unification problems in £ later on. 
In order to define Sf we need some preliminary definitions and results. Suppose 
A, Bare E-algebras and 0", T: A ~ Bare E-homomorphisms. The pointwise sum 
of 0" and T is the mapping 0" + T: A ~ B defined by a(O" + T) := aO" +B aT for all 
a E A. The mapping that maps every element of A to OB is denoted as OAB. If 
A = B we write~OA instead of OAA. The following propositions are straightforward 
gerneralization of well-known results for abelian monoids. 
Proposition 6.1 Suppose A, BaTe £ -algebms. Then: 
1. OAB: A ~ B is a E-homomoTphism 
2. FOT all E-homomoTphisms 0" J T: A ~ B the pointwise S1lm 0" + T is again a 
E-homomorphism. 
Proof. l. It follows easily from the definition of monoidal theories that OAB is a 
E- homomorph ism. 
2. We show tllat (J + T is compatible with the operations in E. For the nullary 
operation 0 we 11;-\\·(, 
using the fact that 0" and Tare E-homomorphisms. 
For the binary operation "+" we deduce for a, b E A that 
(a +A b)O" +B (a +A b)T 
aO" +B bO" +B aT +B bT 
(J(J +B (IT +B b(J +B bT 
a(O" + T) +B b(O" + T), 
(1) 
(2) 
exploiting in (1) the fact that 0" and Tare E-homomorphisms and in (2) the asso-
ciativity and commutativity of +A. 
For any unary operation h and any a E A we deduce that 
(hA(a))O" +B (hA(a))T 
hB(aO") +B hB(aT) 
hB(aO" +B aT) 
hH(a(a + T)), 
(3) 
(4) 
exploiting in (3) that 0" and T are ~-homomorphisms and in (4) that hB is a homo-
morphism for +B. 0 
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Proposition 6.2 Suppose A , B, Care f,-algebras and 0-,0-': A ---+ Band T, T': B ---+ 
Care f,-homomorphisms. Then: 
1. o-(T + T') = o-T + o-T' 
2. (0- + o-')T = o-T + o-'T 
3. o-OBC = OABT = OAC 
Proof. 1. Applying the definition of pointwise addition we obtain for a E A 
a(O-(T + T')) = (ao-)(T + T') = aO-T +c ao-T' = a(o-T + o-T') . 
2. For a E A we deduce that 
a((o- + o-')T) = (a(o- + o-'))T (ao- +B ao-')T 
ao-T + C ao-' T 
a(o-T + o-'T), 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
using in (1) and (3) the definition of pointwise addition and in (2) the fact that T is 
a f,-homomorphism. 
3. Trivially, o-OBC = OAC. The equality OABT = OAC holds, because T IS a 
f,-homomorphism. 0 
For every [-algebra A we denote the set of all f,-homomorphisms from A to A 
by end A. An element of end A is an endomo1'phism on A. Endomorphisms inherit 
the monoid structure from A: with the pointwise addition of mappings "+", the 
endomorphisms on A form an abelian monoid, whose identity is the mapping OA. 
Moreover, with respect to the composition of mappings "0", end A is a monoid, 
whose identity is idA. 
Proposition 6.3 Let A be an [-algebm. Then (end A, +, OA, 0, idA) zs a semznng. 
Proof. As already shown, (end A, +, OA) is an abelian monoid and (end A, 0, idA) 
is a monoid. In addition, Proposition 6.2 implies that the distributitivity and the 
zero laws hold. 0 
We are now ready to introduce canonical semirings. Let u be a distinguished 
variable. By Proposition 6.3, the endomorphisms of Ft"{u) form a semiring. We call 
the semi ring end Fed u) the canonical semi1'ing of [ and denote it as S£. To ease our 
notation, we shall write 0 instead of OT,du) and 1 instead of idTdu ) in the sequel. 
Since Fed u) is free over {u}, every endomorphism 0' on Fd u) is uniquely de-
termined by UO'. Conversely, every term t E Td 1t) determi nes an element O't of 
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S£-that is an endomorphism on Fdu)-which satisfies uat =£ t. Obviously, for 
any two terms t, t' we have at = at' if and only if t =£ t'. Observe that for the 
multiplication in S£ we have as at = as[u/t). 
Example 6.4 Let us look more closely at the canonical semirings that correspond 
to the monoidal theories as introduced in Example 3.1. 
SAC, the canonical semiring of the theory of abelian monoids, is isomorphic to the 
semiring of natural numbers N . To show this we use the following notation. 
For mE N let 
um '- u + ... + u 
'"--v-"" ' 
'01. tinles 
where uO is understood as O. Consider now an arbitrary element a E SAC, that 
is, a L>homomorphism a: FAc(U) -t FAc(u). Then a is uniquely determined 
by the value ua. Since ua E FAc(u), there exists a number mEN such that 
ua =AC um. If f3 E SAC is an endomorphism such that uf3 =AC un, then it is 
easy to set=' that u(a+m =AC tt(m+n) and that u(af3) =AC u(mn). Moreover, 
one easily checks that m = n if um =AC un, and that for every mEN there is 
an ainSAc such that um =AC ua. It follows that SAC and N are isomorphic 
semIrlngs. 
SAC!' which corrf'sponds to the theory of idempotent abelian monoids, is isomorphic 
to the boolean semiring B. To see this observe that for every a E SAC! we 
either have ua =ACI 0 or ua =ACI 11. Hence, SACI has only the two elements 0 
and 1. The idempotence law implies that 1 + 1 = 1. Thus we have SACI ~ B . 
SAG, the semiring corresponding to the theory of abelian groups, is isomorphic to 
Z , the semiring of integers. This can be seen using similar arguments as in 
the proof showing that SAC ~ N . One has to observe that for every a E SAG 
there exists all integer Tn such that lW =AG um, where um is defined in the 
obvious way. 
SACH, the canollical semiring of the theory of abelian monoids with a homomor-
phism, is isomorphic to N[XJ, the semiring of polynomials in one indeterminate 
X with nonnegative integer coefficients. To see this, consider an arbitrary 
element a E SACH. that is a L:-homomorphism a: FACH(tt) -t FACH(U). Then, 
there exist m1, . .. , mk E N such that ua =ACH umo + h( u)m1 + ... + hk( u)mk. 
We associate with a the polynomial Pc> = mo+m1 X 1 + .. ·+mkXk, which is an 
element of N[X] . It is straightforward to prove that mapping every a E SACH 
to the polynomia.l Po E N[X] yields a semiring isomorphism between SACH 
and N[X] . 
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SAGH, the canonical semiring of the theory of abelian groups with a homomorphism, 
is isomorphic to Z[X], the semiring of polynomials in one indeterminate X with 
nonnegativE' integer coefficients. This can be seen as in the previous example. 
SGAUSS, which corresponds to the theory GA USS , is isomorphic to the ring of gaus-
sian numbers ZEEliZ consisting of the complex numbers m+in, where m, n E Z. 
To see this, note that the canonical semiring of GAUSS is isomorphic to the 
quotient semi ring of N[X] that results from identifying the polynomials 1 + X 2 
and O. This quotient is isomorphic to the ring Z EEl iZ. An isomorphism is ob-
tained by mapping the class of X to the imaginary number i. It follows that 
the polynomial X 2 is mapped to the number -1. 
o 
As in the above examples, the canonical semi ring S£ mirrors properties of E. 
Proposition 6.5 S£ is a ring if and only if E is a group theory. 
Proof. "=>" If Sf is a ring, then there exists some a E Sf such that 1 + a = O. 
Let t be a term such that t =f tw. Then 1£ + t = 1£] + lW = 1l(1 + a) =£ 110 = O. 
That is, ther' exist.s a tC'l'lll I such that u + l =E O. He nce , £: is a group theory. 
"¢::" If E is a group theory, there is a term s such that 1l + s =£ O. Let 
Xl, ... , xn be the variables occurring in sand leL t := s[Xt/1l, ... , x n /1l]. Then we 
have tETE( 1l) and 1l + t =£ O. Hence, 1l( 1 + ad = O. From this it follows that 
for any (3 E S£ the endomorphism (3at is an inverse with respect to addition, since 
(3 + (3at = (3(1 + ad = (30 = o. 0 
Proposition 6 .6 Sf 18 commutative if and only if E lS a theory with commuting 
homomorphisms. 
Proof. "=>" Let Sf be commutative and let h, 17.' be unary symbols from E. 
Then we have Qh(u)ah'(u) = ah'(u)ah(u). This implies h(h'(1l)) = 1lah(u)O'h'(u) =£ 
1lah'(u)O'h(u) = h'(h(1l)). Hence, E is a theory with commuting homomorphisms. 
"¢::" The semiring S£ is generated by the elements that are of the form O'h(u) 
for some unary function symbol h E E. Since homomorphisms commute, we have 
ah(u)ah'(u) = ah(h'(u)) = ah'(h(u)) = ah'(u)ah(u) for all unary symbols h, h' E E. Hence, 
Sf has a set of ('ommu Ling generators. This implies that Sf is commutative. 0 
Finally we show that the concept of a monoidal theory and the concept of a 
semiring are equally gelleral. 
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Proposition 6.7 For every semiring S there exists a monoidal theory [ such that 
Sand S£ are isomorphic. 
Proof. If S is a semiring, let L: be the signature containing the symbols 0 and 
"+ "and for every f3 E S a unary symbol h{3. Let E be the set of identi ties that hold 
over S if 0 and "+" are interpreted as zero and addition and every unary symbol h{3 
is interpreted such that h~b) = f3., for all, E S. Then [ = (L:, E) is a monoidal 
theory. 
We are going to show that Sand S£ are isomorphic. First, observe that by 
definition of £ the following identities hold for all (3 , , E S: 
0 =£ 
U =£ 
h {3 ( u) + h--y ( U ) =£ 
h{3 (h--y(u)) ==[ 
ho(u) 
h1 ( U) 
h{3+--y(u) 
hrh(U). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Next we definf' a mapping \:S ~ endF.:{u) by /3 \:= O'II /3 ( u ). We will show that 
X is a semiring isomorphism. 
Using identities (1) to (4) olle can prove by induction that for every term t E 
Tdu) there is an element /3 E S such that t =£ h{3 (u). Since every endomorphism 
on Fe( u) has the form at for some tETE( u) this proves that X is surjective. 
To prove injectivity it suffices to show that f3 = , if h{3 (u) =£ h--y(u). If h{3 (u) =£ 
h--y(u), then the definition of [ implies that h~ and h~ are the same functions on S. 
Hence, f3 = f3 . 1 = h~ (1) = h~ (1) = , . 1 = " which yields the claim. 
Finally, from thf' identities (1) to (4) it follows th at); is a semiring homomor-
phism. As f'xalllplf's. we give' t.he proofs t.hat \ respects 0 and multiplication. From 
hU(Ll) =[ 0 we cOllclude tha.t 0\ = Oho(u ) = 00 = O. FrOlll hp--y (u) =[ h{3 (h--y (u)) we 
conclude that (f3 ,)X = O'h/3 ..,(u) = O'h /3 (h .., (u)) = O'h /3 (u)O'h .., (u) = (f3x)bx)· 0 
The above theorem can be interpreted in such a way that the concept of monoidal 
theory is general enough to cover all equational theores where unification consists 
in solving linear equations over semirings. 
6.2 E-Homomorphisms and Left Linear Mappings 
The aim of this subsection is to relate E-homomorphisms between free [-algebras 
to left linear mappings between free left Sf-modules. Since unification problems, 
as we reformulated them in Section 4, are about L:-homomorphisms between free 
[-algebras, this allows us to translate unification problems into algebraic problems. 
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More precisely, we will associate to every l:-homomorphism a: F£(X) ~ F£(Y) 
a unique left linear mapping a lin : sf ~ s1 . Moreover, . lin will be such that 
( 'd )lin 'd • 1 Fe(X) = 1 Sf 
Conversely, we will associate to every left linear mapping a: sf ~ S1 a ulllque 
l:-homomorphism a hom : Ft;(X) ~ Ft;(Y). Moreover, . hom will be such that 
( 'd )hom 'd • 1 SX = 1 Ft;{X) 
£ 
Both operations will be shown to be mutually inverse, that is, alinhom 
Thomlin = T for any ~>homomorphism a and any left linear mapping T. 
a and 
Using the terminology of category theory, we are going to show that the category 
of finitely generated [-algebras and the category of finitely generated left Sf-modules 
are isomorphic and that . lin and . hom are mutually inverse functors between these 
categories. 
The basic idea in establi shing this relationship is to present a ~>homomorphism 
between arbitrary finitely generated [-algebras by an X x Y -matrix of endomor-
phisms on Ft;( u). In order to do so we need the following notation. 
Let X be a fini te set of variables. For x, x' E X let bxx': Ft;( u) ~ Ft;( u) be 1 if 
x = x' and 0 if .1: f- x'. To simpli fy our notation, we write idx instead of id.1"e(x), If 
(ax)xEx is a family of l:-homomorphisms with the same domain and the same range 
then LXEX ax denotes the pointwise sum of the ax. If the set X is clear from the 
context we simply write L x ax· 
For x E X we define tx: Ft;(u) ~ FdX) as the unique l:-homomorphism satis-
fying Ut x = x, and we define 7rx : F.:(X) ~ Ft;(u) as the unique l:-homomorphism 
satisfying X7rx = u and X'7r x = 0 for x ' f- x. Intuitively, tx is a substitution that 
replaces the variable u by the variable x, thus transforming a term from TE (u) into 
a term in TdX) . Conversely, 7rx is a substitution that takes a term from TdX) 
and replaces all variables with 0, except the variable x, which is replaced by u. For 
illstance, if t = x+x' +x', then t7rx =£ u and t7r x ' =£ u+u. The term t can be recon-
structed from t7r x and t7r x ' by means of tx and t x', since x + x ' + x' =£ Utx + (u + u )tx" 
The following lemma says that the 7r x and tx always interact in this way. 
Lemma 6.8 Let X be finite. Then 
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Proof. l. From the above definitions we deduce that 7r xLx is the endomorphism 
on Fe(X) that maps x to x and Xl to 0 for Xl =I- x. Hence, Lx 7rxLx, the pointwise 
sum of all 7rxLx, is an endomorphism that maps each element of X to itself. Thus 
LXEx 7rx Lx and idx agree on the generators of Fe(X). Since X generates Fe(X) 
this yields the claim. 
2. By definition, UL x 7rx = X7rx = u. Hence, Lx 7rx = l. Now, suppose x =I- Xl . 
Theil, by definitioll, we have 'ULx7rx' = X7r x , = O. Hence, Lx 7rx , = O. 0 
We are now ready to define .lin. Let X, Y be finite and 0-: Fe(X) --+ Fe(Y) be 
a E-homomorphism. For x E X and y E Y let 
Note that each o-xy is an endomorphism on Ft;(u) and thus an element of Se. We 
define o-lin: Sf --+ S{ as the left linear mapping that corresponds to the matrix 
(0-xy )XEX ,yEY' 
Proposition 6.9 Let x ! Y, Z be finite and 0-: Fc(X) --+ Ft;(Y) and T: Fe(Y) --+ 
F£(Z) be E-homomo1'phisms. Then 
( 'J )lin 'J 1. l ' X = 1 SX 
[ 
Proof. 1. The matrix of (id x ) lill contains the entries LxidX7rx' = Lx 7rx , = flxx" 
The left linear mappillg corresponding to the matrix (fl1 :X')..,X'EX is the identity on 
Sf· 
2. It suffices to show that the matrix derived from o-T is the product of the 
matrices derived from 0- and T. We compute the entry in the x-th row and the z-th 
column of the matrix derived from o-T as 
(o-T)xz 
Lx o-idY T7r z 
'rfJeL y 7r yl'l )T7r: 
Ly( I J ,fJ7r y)( "1 T7r~) 
Ly o-l'y Ty:, 
(1) 
(2) 
using in (1) Lemma 6.8 and in (2) the distributivity of composition over pointwise 
sum of E-homomorphisms (Proposition 6.2). By the rules of matrix multiplication 
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we know that the entry in the x- t h row and the z-th column of the product of 
(CJXY)XEX,YEY and (Ty z )YEY,ZEZ is I:y CJxyTyz. Thus the two matrices are equal. 0 
Next we define . hom . Let CJ : sf -t sI be a left linear mapping which has the 
matrix (CJ xy ) XEX ,yEY' Note that each CJ x y is an element of S£ and thus an endo-
morphism on Ft;(u) . Then CJhom : Ft;(X) -t F£(Y) is the ~-homomorphism defined 
by 
CJhom := L 7rx CJx y t y . 
x EX ,yEY 
Proposition 6.10 Let X } Y } Z be finit e and CJ : sf -t SI and T: SI -t Sf be left 
linear. Then 
( 'd )horn 'd 1. 1 SX = 1 X 
t: 
Proof. 1. Since (bXX
' 
) x,xI E X IS the matrix describing the identity on sf, we 
conclude by Lemma 6.8 that 
2. Let (CJXY ) XEX ,YEY be the mat rix of CJ and (Tx Y) XEX ,YEY be the matrix of T. Then 
the matrix of CJT has in the x-th row and z- th column the entry Ly CJ xyTyz . Hence, 
by definition of . hom , 
(CJT )hom = L 7r x (L CJ xy T yz )tz . 
X,z y 
Applying the definition of CJhorn and Th orn we obtain 
CJ hornThorn = (" )( " ) L... 7rx CJx y t y L... 7rylTyl z t z 
x ,y y' ,z 
L 7r x CJ x yty7r y' Tyl z t z 
x ,y ,y', z 
L 7r ;; CJ.L' yb yyI Tyl z t z 
x,y,y' ,~ 
x,y,z 
L 7r A L CJxy Tyz )/ z, 
X,z y 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
where we used in (1) and (3) t he distributivity of composition over pointwise addition 
(Proposition 6.2) and in (2) Lemma 6.8. Thus, (CJT )hom and CJhomThom are equal. 0 
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Proposition 6.11 Let X, Y be finite. Suppose 0": F£(X) ---. F£(Y) is a 'L.-homo-
morphism and T: S{ ---. Sl be left linear. Then 
iinhom /.0" =0" 
hornlin 2. T = T 
Proof. 1. The entry in the x-th row and y-th column of the matrix of O"lin is 
O"xy = Lx O"7ry . Applying the definition of O"linhom, Proposition 6.2, and Lemma 6.8, we 
obtain 
iinhom 0" Lx,y 7r xO" xyLy = Lx,y 7r xLxO"7r yLy 
(Lx 7rx Lx)O"(Ly 7r y Ly) = idxO"idy = 0". 
2. Let (Txy)XEX,yEY be the matrix of T. By definition, Thorn = Lxl,yl7rxITxlyILyl. 
Using once more Proposition 6.2 and Lemma 6.8 we deduce that the entry in the 
x-th row and y-th column of the matrix of Thomlin is 
T horn",. Lx II y Lx(Lxl,yl 7rxITx'yILyl )7r y = Lxl,y' Lx7rxITx'yILyl7ry 
Lx',y' OxxlTx1ylOyly = Txy· 
Thus, the matrices of Thornlin and T are equal, which yields the claim. o 
The results of this subsection could have been obtained as corollaries from more 
general results in category theory (d. [HS7:3]). Actually, from Propositions 6.1 and 
6.2 it follows tllat til<' fillitely gCllerateu [-algebras as objects together with the 'L.-
homomorphisms as morphisms form a semiadditive category. Together with Lemma 
6.8 this fact implies that a free [-algebra F£(x], ... , xn) is a biproduct whose factors 
are the elementary algebras F£(xd, . .. , F£(xn)' For morphisms between biproducts 
it is known that they can be represented by matrices whose entries are morphisms 
between the factors. Since the factors Fdxi) and the algebra F..:{u) are isomorphic, 
morphisms between the factors can be identified with morphisms F£(u) ---. F£(u), 
that is, elements of the semiring Sf. We have preferred to prove the above results 
in a noncategorical framework in order to make the paper self-contained and also 
more accessible for readers not familiar with category theory. 
We conclude this section with examples that show how to compute the matrix of 
O"lin for a 'L.-homomorphism 0" and how to change a left linear mapping T into Thorn. 
Example 6.12 Let X = {Xl,X2}, Y = {Yl,Y2,Y3}, and O":FGAUSS(X) ---. FGAUSS(Y) 
be given by 
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For the sake of simplicity we will write in this and the following example ti, 7rj, and 
(Jij instead of /.x" 7r yJ , and (Jx'YJ' respectively. With this notation we have 
The isomorphism between SGAUSS and Z EB iZ described in Example 6.4 identifies 
the matrix ((Jij )ij with the matrix 
( 
i 01) 
102 
over Z EB iZ. o 
Example 6.13 Let X, Y be as in the preceding example and let T: (Z EB iZ)X --+ 
(Z EB iZ)Y be given by the matrix 
The isomorphism between Z EB iZ and SGAUSS gives us T as the mapping S8AUSS --+ 
StAUSS with the matrix 
( [uIO] lulu + i(u)] [u/O]) (Tij)ij = [ulu] [uli(u)] [H/O] . 
Since Thorn = Li . .i 7r iTi.i t.i' it follows for k = 1,2 that 
Li,j Xk7riTijtj 
Lj Xk7rkTkjtj, 
(1) 
(2) 
where (1) holds by the definition of pointwise addition and (2) holds because Xk7ri = 0 
for i =J k. Hence 
XI Thorn =(;Al I ~S 0 + .1/2 + -i(:lJ2) + 0 =(;Al iSS :lJ2 + 'i(Y2) 
X2 Thom =C;AUSS YI + i(y'2) + 0 =C;AUSS YI + i(y'2)' 
o 
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7 Unification without Constants 
In this section we investigate unification problems in a monoidal theory [ that do 
not contain free constants. We show that such problems correspond to systems 
of homogeneous linear equations over S£. This leads to a schema for a universal 
unification algorithm for monoidal theories that requires as parameter an algorithm 
for solving such linear equations. Finally, using results from algebra we derive 
sufficient conditi'ons for a monoidal theory to be of unification type unitary. 
7.1 Unification of Linear Mappings 
Unification problems for an equational theory [ = (2:, E) can be understood as the 
task of describing for a pair of 2:-homomorphisms cr, T: F£(X) ---t F£(Y) all 2:-ho-
momorphism 5: F£(Y) ---t F£(Z) such that cr5 = T5 (see Section 4). The description 
is to be given by a complete or even better a minimal complete set of unifiers. 
If t hr t.hf'ory [ is monoiclaL Wf' ran translate unification problems into problems 
for left linear mappings between free left S[-modules, using the results in Section 6. 
When given cr, T as above, cr lin , Tlin: Sf ---t sf' are left linear. Now, instead of some 
2:-homomorphism 5, we look for some left linear Tf: S{ ---t Sf such that crlinTf = TlinTf. 
This suffices to solve the original problem, because 5 := 77 hom is a unifier of cr and T. 
'fhi:; can be seeu a:; follows: 
c linhom hom (lin )hom (lin )hom linhom hom c 
cro = cr Tf = cr Tf = T Tf = T Tf = To. 
Conversely, if 5 is a unifier of cr and T, then Tf := 5lin solves crlinTf = TlinTf. 
In the rest of this section we assume that [-unification problems are already 
translated into the framework of linear algebra. If cr, T: Sf ---t Sf' is a pair of linear 
mappings theu a uu'ifiu oj cr and T is a left linear mapping 5: sf' ---t Sf such that 
cr5 = T5. We defin(' the relations of being more general and strictly more general for 
left linear mappings exact ly as in the case of [-unification. Most general unifiers, 
complete and minimal complete sets of unifiers are defined in the obvious way. Using 
the translation technique as developed in Subsection 6.2, results can be transferred 
back and forth from one framework into the other. 
7.2 Characterization of Unifiers 
The notions of the kernel and the image of a linear mapping are fundamental to 
Ii lI<'ar algc·hra. b 1I till or<ic'r to gCllc·ra.1 iz<' \'0 selll i ri Ilgs we have to slightly modify 
them. 
Let cr , T: SX ---t SY be left (right) linear. The ke'rnel oj cr and T is the set 
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ker(O',T):= {a E SX laO' = aT}. 
The kernel of 0' and T is a left (right) submodule of SX. It is the set of solutions to 
the linear equation sys tem 
aO' = aT. 
Since there is no subtraction in arbitrary semirings, homogeneous linear equations 
over S cannot be supposed to be in general of the form aO' = O. 
The image of 0' is the set 
Tht" ima.gt" of (J is a it"ft (right) sllbmoduit" of SI'. 
We use tht" above definitions to characterize the instance relation between left 
linear mappings in terms of kernels and images of their dual mappings. 
Theorem 7.1 Ld 8: S{ ~ sf' and 1r S{ m ~ Sf be left linear. Then the following 
equivalences hold: 
1. 8 :::; 1] <¢:=:=:;. im 1]* ~ im 8* 
Proof. 1. "=>" If 8 :::; 1], then 1] = 8)" for some ).,: Sf' ~ Sf, Hence 1]* = ),,*8*, 
which implies im1]* = (im).,*)8* ~ (S{)8* = im8*. 
"~" It suffices to show that there is a right linear mapping p: Sf ~ S{ such 
that p8* = 1]*, since then 8p* = 1]. Let ez, z E Z, be the unit vectors of sf, Since 
im 1]* ~ im 8*, it follows that ez 1]* E im 8* for all z E Z. Hence, there exist vectors 
az E S{ such that az 8* = ez1]*. Define p by ezp := az. Since Sf is a free module, p 
is compit"tt"iv dt"nnt"o bv t.ht" vaitws it. ta.kes on tht" unit vectors. Then ez p8* = ez1]*. 
Since j.l8* and r( agree on the generators of Sf, they are equal. 
2. The claim is a t rivial consequence of statement (1). o 
The next theorem characterizes unifiers. 
Theorem 7.2 Let 0', T: Sf ~ S{ and 8: S{ ~ Sf be left linear. Then the following 
equivalences hold: 
1. 8 is a un~fiu' of 0' and T <¢:=:=:;. im 8* ~ ker( a*, T*) 
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2. 0 is a most general unifier of (/ and r ¢:::::} im 0* = ker( (/*, r*). 
Proof. 1. 0 is a unifier of (/ and r ¢:::::} (/0 = ro ¢:::::} 0*(/* = o*r* ¢:::::} 
Va E Sf. aO·(/· = aO·r* ¢:::::} Vb E imO·. b(/* = br· ¢:::::} imo· ~ ker((/*,r*). 
2. "~" Suppose 0 is a unifier of (/ and r and there exists some a E ker( (/*, r*) 
such that a rt. im 0*. Define "': S[ --t sjz} by ez"'* = a. Then im ",* ~ ker( (/*, r*), 
and therefore", is a unifier of (/ and r by part (1). Since a E jm",* and a rt. jmo*, it 
follows from Theorem 7.1 that 0 is not more general than ",. 
"¢::" Suppose im 0* = ker( (/*, r*). We know by part (1) that for every unifier '" 
we have jm",* ~ ker(C/*,r*) = jmo*. By Theorem 7.1,0 is more general than ",. 0 
As an immediate consequence we note that every [-unification problem is solv-
able. 
Corollary 7.3 For eve1'y pair (/, r: Sf --t S[ the constant mapping 0: SI --t 0 is a 
unifier. 
Proof. The transpose of 0 is the constant mapping 0*: 0 --t Sr. Hence, im 0* = 
{O} ~ ker((/*, r*), since ker((/*, r*) is a right submodule of S[ and therefore contains 
the element O. 0 
Intuitively, 8 is a most. general unifier of (/ and r if 0* parameterizes the right 
submodule ker((/*.r*) of sl- Whether or not such a 0 can exist depends on the size 
of a generatillg set of ker( (/*, r·) . To formalize this idea we need some definitions. 
We consid~r Si' as a right Sf-module. Let S ~ S{. The right sub module 
genemted by S i!; the least right submodule of Sf that contains S. It is denoted 
as [S]. It consists of all right linear combinations of elements of 5, that is [5] = 
{l:7=1 ajOj I n E N, OJ ESt:, aj E 5}. A right submodule M of Sf is finitely 
generated if M = [5] for some finite set 5 ~ M. 
Theorem 7.4 (Type Unitary) Let (/, r: Sf --t S[ be left linear. Then there 
exists a most general 'unifier oj (/ and r iJ and only iJ ker( (/*, r*) is finitely generated. 
Proof. .. ~,. If~: S1' --t Sf is a most general unifier of (/ and r, then ker((/*, r*) = 
imo* = (S/)b*. Since Sf is generated by the finite set of unit vectors {e z I z E Z}, 
it follows that ker((/*,r*) = (Sl)o* is generated by the finite set {ezo* I z E Z}. 
"¢::" If ker( (/*, r*) is generated by the finite set {a z I z E Z}, then define 
0: s1 --t Sf by f:f,* := Cl:. Since Sf is generated by the unit vectors ez , it follows 
that jm b* = (Sf )b* is generated by the vectors e"o* = az . Hence, we know that 
imo· = ker((/*, r*). By Theorem 7.2, 0 is a most general unifier of (/ and r. 0 
Theorem 7.5 (Type Nullary) Let <7, T: sf ----+ Sl be left linear. Then there do 
not exist minimal elements in the set of unifiers of <7 and T if and only if ker( <7*, T*) 
is not finitely generated. 
Proof. ":::}" If ker( <7., T*) is finitely generated, then by Theorem 7.4 a most 
general unifier 8 of <7 and T exists. The unifier 8 is a minimal element in the set of 
all unifiers of <7 and T. 
"{=" Let "1: S{ ----+ Sf be a unifier of <7 and T and suppose that ker(<7" T*) is 
not finitely generated. We show that there exists a unifier 8 that is strictly more 
general. 
Since im"1* is generated by the finite set { e~ "1* I z E Z}, it follows that im"1* 
is a proper subset of ker(<7*,T*). Hence, there exists some a E ker(<7*,T*) \ im"1*. 
Suppose z' ¢:. Z and let 8: sl ----+ St!!{Z/} such that ez8* := ez"1* for z E Z and 
ezl8* := a. Then im8* ~ ker(<7*, T*), which implies that 8 is a unifier of <7 and T. 
Furthermore, im "1* is a proper subset of im 8*, which implies that 8 is strictly more 
general than 17. 0 
The preceding theorems allow us to describe the possible locations of monoidal 
theories in the unification hi erarchy and to gi ve an algebraic characterization of the 
unification type. 
Theorem 7.6 (Unitary-Dr-Nullary) Eve1'y monoidal theory [ is either unitary 
or nullary. In particular, 
1. [ is unitary if and only if for eve'ry pair <7, T: S{ ----+ SI of right linear map-
pings, ker( <7 , T) is finitely generated 
2. [ is nullary if and only if there is a pair; <7, T: Sf ----+ S[ of right linear 
mappings such thai ker( <7, T) is not finitely generated. 
Proof. 1. By Corollary 7.3 every unification problem has a solution. Thus, if [ 
is unitary, for every unification problem there exists a most general unifier. Hence, 
for every pair of right linear mappings <7, T the unification problem given by <7* and 
T* has a most gellera.! ullifier. By Theorem 7.4 , ker(<7**,T**) = ker(<7,T) is finitely 
generated. 
Conversely, if for every pair <7, T of right linear mappings, ker( <7, T) is finitely 
generated, then Theorem 7.4 implies that a most general unifier exists for every 
[-unification problem. Hence, [ is unitary. 
2. If [ is nullary, then [ is not unitary. Hence, part (1) implies that there is a 
pair <7, T of right linear mappings such that ker( <7, T) is not finitely generated. 
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• input: left linear mappings a and T 
• let Crr. (\ be thp matricps describing a. T: SX -t SY 
• find a generating set {o. ; I z E Z} of solutions for ev a = e ra 
• for every finite set V <; Z let Dv be the matrix 
whose vHh column is av , v E V 
• let bV: S{ -t S'[ be given by Dv 
• if Z is finite 
then b z is a most general unifier 
else {bv I V <; Z. V finite} is a complete set of unifiers 
Figure 1: Schema of a unification algorithm for a monoidal theory [; 
Conversely, if for a, T the module ker(a, T) is not finitely generated, then The-
orem 7.5 implies that the set of unifiers of a* and T* does not contain a minimal 
element . Hence, there exists no minimal complete set of unifiers for a and T. 0 
Example 7.7 It has he'C' 11 proved th a t t.he' th C'orips AC' [Sti7.5, LS76], ACT [BBSS], 
and AG [LBB84] a.re ullita.ry for unification without constants , and that ACH IS 
nullary [BaaS9a] . 0 
The proof of Theorem 7.4 contains the construction for a most general unifier of 
a and T for the case that ker( a*, T*) is finitely generated. The proof of Theorem 7.5 
shows how to construct arbitrarily general unifiers of a and T if ker( a*, T*) is not 
finitely generated. We can summarize these constructions in the schema of a uni-
versal unificat.ion algorithm for monoidal theori es. The schema is given in Figure 1. 
Tn ordpr to oht.ain (l flill -Aeclged 1I11incation algorithm for a theory [;, one has to 
provide a procedure tha t computes generating sets of the solution spaces of linear 
equations systems over Sf. In order to understand the schema, note that the matrix 
representation of the equation aa· = aT· is Caa = era. 
If we fill into the schema procedures that solve homogeneous equations over 
SAC = N, SACI = B, and SAG = Z, we obtain essentially the algorithms that have 
been described in the literature for the theories AC [LS76, StiSl], ACI [BB88], and 
AG [LBB84]. We illustrate the algorithm with an example from the theory GAUSS . 
Example 7.8 Consider the term unification problem 
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i(yd + Y3 -=- Y2 + i(Y2) 
YI + Y3 + Y3 -=- YI + i(Y2) 
for the theory GAUSS. Let X = {xI,xd and Y = {YI,Y2,Y3}. The problem is 
equivalent to the task of unifying the ~GAuss-homomorphisms 
given by the equations 
i(YI)+Y3 
YI + Y3 + Y3 
Y2 + i(Y2) 
YI + i(Y2). 
Instead of looking for unifiers of (J' and T' directly we look for unifiers of (J := (J,lin 
and T := T'lin. By Examples 6.12 and 6.13 we know that (J and T have the matrices 
( i 01) 102 and C' =(0 l+ 'l 0) T 1 i 0 . 
Since Z EEl iZ is a ring, we can subtract matrices. Thus ker( (J*, T*) = {a E Z EB iZ I 
(CO' - CT)a = O}. The solutions of the corresponding equation system 1 
are generated by t.1lf' vpetor a = (2 + i,2'i,-1). The mapp1l1g 8:(Z EB iZ)X -t 
(Z tEl i Z) {z} given by the matrix 
is a most general unifier of (J and T. Hence 8' := 8hoIn is a most general unifier of (J' 
and T'. It is represented by the substitut ion 
[Ydz + z + i(z), yl/i(z + z ), Y3/i(i(z))]. 
o 
1 Since Z EBiZ is a euclidean ring, t he algorithm for solving linear equation systems over euclidean 
rings described in [Sim84] is applicable. 
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7 .3 Noetherian Theories 
We will now look for sufficient conditions for a monoidal theory to be unitary. 
Biirckert et al. [BHSS89] called an equational theory £ = (E, E) noetherian 2 if there 
exists no infinite strictly decreasing sequence 0"1 > 0"2 > ... of E-homomorphisms 
O"n: F£(X) ~ FdY~), n 2 1. By Zorn's Lemma, this implies that, given a unification 
problem, for every unifier 8 there is a minimal unifier I" such that I" ~ 8. Hence, 
the set of minimal unifiers is a complete set. Therefore, a noetherian theory is not 
nullary. Since m6noidal theories are either unitary or nullary we have thus identified 
a class of unitary monoidal theories. 
Proposition 7.9 A noetherian monoidal theory is unitary. 
Noetherian rings are algebraic structures that have been extensively studied (see 
for example [Jac80]). A commutative ring is noetherian if all its ideals are finitely 
generated. Interestingly, this concept is intimately related to the concept of a noethe-
rian monoidal theory. In the following we give a generalized definition that coincides 
with the original Ol}f-' if t.he selTlir illg ill question is a commutative ring. 
A semiring S is noetherian if for finite sets X every right submodule of the 
right module SX is finitely generated. As an example, the ring Z of integers is 
noetherian [Jac80]. The following theorem shows how noetherian monoidal theories 
and noetherian semi rings are connected. 
Theorem 7.10 A monoidal th eory £ is noetherian if and only if S£ is a noetherian 
semzrmg. 
Proof. We identify ~-homomorphisms between free algebras and left linear map-
pings between free left modules . 
"=}" Suppose S£ is not a noetherian semmng. Then for some finite set X 
there exists a right submodule M of Sf that is not finitely generated. We will 
inductively define a sequence (Yn)~:=1 of finite sets and a sequence (O"n)~:=1 of right 
linear mappings O"n: sin ~ sf such that 
• imO"n ~ M 
• im O"n is a proper subset of im O"n+l. 
Then O"~ > 0"2 > ... is an infinite strictly decreasing sequence of left linear mappings. 
Since M =I 0, there exists some al E M. Let Yi := {yd be a singleton. Define 
O"I:sIl ~ Sf by ey1 0"1:= al· Obviously, imO"I ~ M. Now, suppose Yn and O"n are 
2Note that. this definition has nothing t.o do with noetherian term rewriting systems . 
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already defined. Then im(Jn is generated by the finite set {ey(Jn lyE Yn}. Hence, 
im(Jn is a proper subset of M, and there exists some an+l E M \ im(Jn' Suppose 
Yn+!- ~ Yn and let Yn+1 := Yn l±J {Yn+d· Define (In+l: Sin -+ Sf by ey(Jn+1 := ey(Jn 
for Y E Y and eYn+ 1 (In+l := an+1· Then im (In+1 ~ M and im (In is a proper subset 
of im (In+l. 
"~" Suppose [; is not noetherian. Then there exists an infinite descending 
sequence of left linear mappings (J1 > (J2 > .... By Theorem 7.1, this implies 
that im (J~ is a proper subset of im (J~+1' Define a submodule M ~ Sf by M := 
U~=l im(J~. We will show that M is not finitely generated. 
To do so, we first observe that im(J~ is a proper subset of M, since im(J~ is a 
proper subset of im(J~+l ~ M. Now, suppose that M is generated by some finite set 
5. Since 5 is finite, there must be an index m such that 5 ~ im(J:n. This implies 
M = [5] ~ im(J:n, which contradicts-the fact that im(J:n is a proper subset of M. 0 
This characterization gives us a first hint how to identify noetherian theories. 
Corollary 7.11 A monoidal lheoTY [; is noethe1'ian if Sf: is finite. 
Proof. If Sf: is finite, then for all finite sets X all right submodules of Sf are 
finite and therefore finitely generated. 0 
Example 7.12 Since SAC] :::::: B has only two elements, the above corollary proves 
that ACI is unitary without referring to an algorithm. 0 
Noetherian st'm\l"lngs and rings havf' important inheritance properties. It is 
folklore in algebra that quotients of noetherian rings are again noetherian [Jac80]. 
We show that the result holds as well for noetherian semirings. 
Theorem 7.13 Every quotient semiring of a noetherian semiring is noetherian. 
Proof. Let S be a noetherian semiring and let 5 be a quotient of S. To prove 
the theorem, it suffices to show that for all finite sets X every right submodule of 
the right S-module SX is finitely generated. 
Let Ie S -+ S be the quotient mappin~ and let X ~e a finite set. ~y aa := a(aK) 
we define a right scalar multiplication SX x S -+ SX t hat turns SX into a right 
S-module. By ((ax)xEx)KX := (axK)xEX we define a surjective S-linear mapping 
KX:SX -+ Sx. Now, let M be a submodule of the right S-module Sx. We have 
defined the above scalar multiplication in such a way that M is also a submodule 
of SX if considered as a right S-module. Since KX is S-linear, M := M Ki1 , the 
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preimage of M under "'x, is a 5-submodule of 5 x . Since 5 is noetherian, M is 
generated by some finite set 5 ~ M. 
It suffices to show that M is generated by 5",x . To do so, let a E M. There 
is some a E M such that a = a",x. Since M is generated by 5, there are finitely 
many elements 0'1,"" O'k E 5 and a1,"" ak E 5 such that a = 2:7=1 aiO'i. Since 
"'x is 5-linear, it follows that a = a",x = 2:7=1(aiO'd",x = 2:7=1(ai"'x)(O'i"')' Since 
O'i'" E Sand ai"'X E 5",x, this yields the claim. 0 
~ 
The preceding theorem immediately implies a result for equational theories. 
Theorem 7.14 Let £ = p:, E) be a noetherian monoidal theory. If E' is a stable 
congruence on E-terms such that E' 2 E, then £' := (E, E') is again a noetherian 
monoidal theory. 
Proof. Since E' contains every identity that E cOJ1tains, it follows that £' = 
(E, E') is monoidal and that F[I(u) is a quotient E-algebra of Fc(u). It remains to 
be shown that the canonical semiring 5[1 of £' is a quotient semiring of 5[, because 
then Theorem 7.13 yields the claim. 
Let "': 5[ -t 5£1 be the mapping that associates to at, i.e., the endomorphism on 
Ft:(u) given by [uft], the element O'~ E 5[1, i.e., the endomorphism on F [I(u) given by 
the same substitution. If as = at, then s =[ t, which implies s =[1 t and O'~ = O'~. 
Thus, '" is well defined. Obviously. K is surjective. Now, it is straightforward to 
prove that", is a sf'm iring homomorphism. We have Ol\~ = 0'0'" = O'~ = 0 and 
I", = au'" = 0':, = 1. Thus I\~ respects zero and unit. Moreover, for s, t E TE(U) we 
have (as + ad'" = O's+th: = O'~+t = O'~ + O'~ and (O'sO'd'" = O's[u/tl'" = O'~[u/tl = O'~O'~. 
Thus 1\, respects addition a.nd multiplication. 0 
Intuitively the above theorem says that given a noetherian monoidal theory, we 
may add arbitrary identities and still have a noetherian theory provided we did 
not change the signature. This result is in sharp contrast to the general situation. 
Adding identities to an arbitrary noetherian theory can produce a theory that is no 
longer noetherian. For instance, the theory of associativity is noetherian [BHSS89], 
but adding idempotf'ncf' yif'lds a nulla.ry theory [Baa86, SS86]. 
Undf'r which cirClllllstances call we' a.dd lInary symbols to the signature of a 
noetherian monoidal thf'ory slich t.hat the resulting theory is sti ll noetherian? For 
an answer, Hilbert 's Basis Theorem about noetherian rings will be helpful. For a 
proof see [Jac80]. 
Theorem 7.15 (Hilbert's Basis Theorem) If 5 is a noetherian commutative 
ring, then 5[XJ , • •• ,Xn ], the Ting of polynomials in n indeterminates with coeffi-
cients from S , is again (/. l/.oethC1'ian commutative ring. 
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The following theorem is an easy consequence of Hilbert's Basis Theorem. It 
says that given a noetherian group theory with commuting homomorphisms, one can 
safely .add finitely many homomorphism symbols and arbitrary identities provided 
the new symbols commute with each other and with the homomorphism symbols of 
the original theory. 
Theorem 7.16 Let £ = (f" E) be a noetherian group theory with commuting ho-
momorphisms. Suppose £' = (f,', E') is such that 
1. f,' = f, l±J {hl' ... , hn } for finitely many unary symbols hI, ... , hn 
2. E'2 E 
3. [' is a theo'ry with commuting homom01'phisms. 
Then [' is again a noetherian group th eory. 
Proof. It follows from the assumptions that 5£ is a noetherian commutative ring. 
We will show that 5£1, the canonical semiring of £', is isomorphic to a quotient ring 
of Sc[XI , ... ,XnJ. Since by Hilbert's Basis Theorem the latter is a noetherian ring, 
Theorem 7.14 will imply that 5£1 is a noetherian ring and thus [' is a noetherian 
group theory. 
There is a ~- term t such that .r + t =[ O. Since E' is an extension of E, every 
identity that holds in [ also holds in ['. Hence, x + t =£1 O. Thus, [' is a group 
theory and 5£1 is a ring. Moreover, 5£1 is commutative because homomorphisms 
commute in [I. 
As already mentioned, for all term s, tETE( u) we have s =£1 t if s =£ t. 
Thus we can define a ring homomorphism KO: 5£ -+ 5£1 by mapping at E 5£, i.e., 
the endomorphism on Fc(u) given by [ult], to a~ E 5£1, i.e., the endomorphism 
on F£/(u) given by the same substitution. By the universal property of polynomial 
rings (see [Jac74J) there exists a unique ring homomorphism K: Sc[Xj , • •• ,XnJ -+ 5£1 
such that aK = aKo fo r a E 5£ and XiK = a~.(u) for i = 1, ... , n. 
Every elemellt 0' E 5[1 can be represented as O~, for some term t' E TEl (u). 
Therefore 0' can be obtained by the ring operations from the elements of S£KO and 
Ohdu), ... ,Ohn{u)' This implies that K is surjective. Hence, 5£1 is isomorphic to the 
quotient of Sc[XI , ... , XnJ by the ring ideal {p I pK = O}. 0 
In the preceding theorem the condition that [ is a group theory cannot be 
dismissed. As a counterexample consider the theory ACI, which is noetherian. 
Adding one homomorphism symbol to ACI leads to a theory, which is nullary and 
thus not noetherian [Baa89bJ. This is a special case of a general result saying that 
adding a single homomorphism symbol to a monoidal theory that is not a group 
theory leads to a nullary theory [BN91J. 
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Corollary 7.17 A group theory with finitely many commuting homomorphisms is 
noetherian. 
Proof. Let £ = (E, E) be a group theory with finitely many commuting homo-
morphisms. Since £ is a group theory, there exists a E-term t such that x + t =£ O. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that t contains no other variable than x. 
We assume as well that the unary symbol "-" does not occur in the signature E. Let 
E' : = E u { - }, and let E' be the stable E'-congruence generated by E U { - x == t}. 
We denote the theory (E', E') as £'. Since the new symbol "-" can be expressed 
in terms of the signature ~, we have S£ '::::' S£,. Hence, £' is a group theory with 
commuting homomorphisms. Moreover, £' is an extension of AG that satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 7.16. Since AG is noetherian, this yields the claim. 0 
Example 7.18 The above corollary implies that AGH and GAUSS are noetherian. 
o 
Unfortunately, Hilbert's proof is not constructive. No general method is known 
to find a generating set for submodules of S[Xl' ... ,Xn]x if one has generating sets 
for the submodules of SX. Therefore, devising unification algorithms for arbitrary 
group theories with COlllllluting hOI11omorphisms is still an open problem. Baader 
[Baa90] descrihes a. met.hod for solving linear equations over the ring Z[X1 , ... , Xn] 
thus furnishing the cornerstone of a unification algorithm for the theory of abelian 
groups with commuting homomorphisms. 
8 Unification with Constants 
In applications it is rarely sufficient to solve elementary unification problems (d. Sub-
section 2.:3). Problellls containing free constants arise naturally through skolemiza-
tion and in probl(,I11S for cOI11billat.ions of theories. In the previous section we investi-
gated unification probkms without. constants in a monoidal theory £, which turned 
out to be equivalent to systems of homogeneous linear equations over the semir-
ing S£. In this section we will show that unification problems with free constants 
translate to systems of inhomogeneous linear equations over S£. 
8.1 The Problem 
First, we adapt our fralllC'work 1.0 lIlIification with COllstants. 
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General Assumption. As before, we assume that [ = (I:, E) is a monoidal the-
ory. Moreover, we assume that C is a finite set of free constants that is disjoint 
from the set of variables. 
We want to solve [-unification problems that contain free constants from the 
set C. We may assume that C contains the constants occurring in the unification 
problem at hand. Free constants can be viewed as special variables which are not 
allowed to be instantiated. In the previous section, where we considered unifica-
tion without constants, we modeled unification problems and unifiers as arbitrary 
I:-homomorphisms between finitely generated free [-algebras. To deal with prob-
lems containing free constants we consider I:-homomorphisms that do not move the 
elements of C. 3 
We say that a ~-homomorphism CT: FdX U C) -+ Ft(yu C) respects constants if 
CCT = c for all c E C. A unification problem. with constants is presented by a parallel 
pair CT, T:F£(X U C) -+ FdY u C) where CT and T respect constants. We say that 
0: FdY U C) -+ Fr(Z U C') is a unifier with constants of CT and T if CTO = TO and 0 
respects constants. 
Next we modify the instantiation preorder so as to cope with constants . If 0, TJ 
respect constants, then we write 0 S c TJ if TJ = 0).. for some).. that respects constants. 
Obviously, the relation "Se" is a preorder. The strict part of "Se" is denoted as 
"<e" . Complete sets and minimal complete sets of unifiers with constants are 
defined in terms of the preorder "S c ." 
As in the preceding section we translate unification problems for I:-homomor-
phisms into unification problems for left linear mappings. We say that a left linear 
mapping CT: sfUG -+ sXuc respects constants if CT horn : FdX U C) -+ FdY U C) 
respects constants. Obviously, this is the case if and only if CT does not move the 
unit vectors ee, that is eeCT = e e , for all c E C. Similarly as above, we define for left 
linear mappings the notion of a unifier with constants and the instantiation preorder 
"Sc." It follows from this definition that for aU left linear mappings CT, T, 0, and TJ 
we have that 0 is a unifier wi th constants of CT and T if and only if ohorn is a unifier 
with constants of CT holll and Thorn and that 5 < . n if and only if ohorn < nhorn. 
_G 'f _e 'f 
In the following, we will investigate the structure of left linear mappings that 
respect constants and characterize the preorder "Se." Suppose CT: sfue -+ slue 
respects constants. Then the fact that e eCT = e e for all c E C implies that the matrix 
C(7 has the form 
_ (C; C~) C(7 - 0 I ' 
where C; is a XxY-matrix, C~ is an X xC-matrix, and I is the CxC-unit matrix. 
3This idea first appeared in [BaaS9a]. 
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The superscripts .h and .i are chosen so as to indicate that in unification problems 
c; and c~ will give rise to homogeneous and inhomogeneous linear equations, re-
spectively. The matrices C; and C~ describe left linear mappings O'h: Sf ---t SI and 
0'( sf ---t S f. Obviously, 0' is uniquely determined by O'h and O'i. 
Conversely, if ry: Sf ---t SI and /1-: Sf ---t Sf are arbitrary left linear mappings, 
then there exists a unique left linear mapping (ry, /1-): sfue ---t slue that respects 
constants such that (ry, /1-) h = ry and (ry, /1-)i = /1-. The mapping (ry, /1-) is given by the 
matrix 
( Cry CIJ. ) 01' 
The next proposition shows how the components of the product of mappings 
that respect constants are related to the components of the factors. 
Proposition 8.1 Suppose 0': Sfue ---t Slue and T: Slue ---t Slue respect con-
stants. Then O'T respects constants and O'T = (O'hTh, O'hTj + O'i). 
Proof The proof is by a straightforward matrix calculation: 
o 
The following definitions will be used to characterize the preorder ":Se." Let 
M be a. right submodu le of Sf". [f a E Sf, then the coset of M for a is the set 
a + M := {a + m. 11'17. E M}. We define a. binary relation "'5:M" on Sf by a '5:M a' iff 
a + M 2 a' + M. Note tha.t a :SM a' if and only if a' E 0,+ M. Obviously, ":SM" is 
a preorder, since' "2" is a. preordcr. We extend this preorder to left linear mappings 
A, /1-: Sf ---t Sf by defining A 'jM /1- iff eeA* :SM ee/1-* for all c E C. Evidently, "'jM" 
is again a preorder. The strict parts of ":SM" and "'jM" are denoted as "<M" and 
"-<M." 
The preorder ":Se" can be characterized in terms of the usual instantiation 
preorder ":S" and the preorder "'jM". 
Theorem 8.2 SUPPO.';f h: S{u(' -t Sruc: and 1J: S{UC -t sfue respect constants. 
Theil tlH. followill.fJ (/./'1 (</Il/IJatenl: 
• 8 :Sc 17 
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. Proof. Suppose that 0 S;c T/. Then there is some ).: slue --t slue that respects 
constants such that T/ = 0).. By Proposition 8.1 we have T/h = Oh).h. Thus Oh S; T/h· 
Furthermore, by 8.1 we have 'T/i = Oh).i + Oi. If c E C, then ee'T/; = ee(>.ioj; + 0;) = 
eeo; + ee).iOh E eeo; + imoj;. Hence, eeo; S;M ee'T/; where M = imoj;. 
Suppose that Oh S; 'T/h and 0; jM 'T/i where M = imoh. It suffices to show that 
there exist linear mappings ).h: sl --t sl and ).;: sl --t Sf such that 'T/h = Oh).h 
and 'T/i = Oh).i + Oi. Since Oh S; 'T/h, the existence of ).h is guaranteed. To prove the 
existence of ).i, observe that for all e E C, we have ee'T/; E eeoi + im oj;. Hence there 
exist ae E Sl such that ee'T/i = acoh + eeoi. There exists a unique ).i such that for 
all c E C we have ee).i = ac . This implies that T/; and ).iOh + 0; agree on the unit 
vectors of sf, hence t hey are equal. By dualization, we obtain T/i = Oh).i + Oi. 0 
8.2 Complete Sets of Unifiers with Constants 
If a monoidal theory is nullary fo r unification without constants, then it is also 
nullary for unification with constants . Therefore we restrict our attention to theories 
that are not nullary for unification without constants and thus are unitary. 
General Assumption. I'll th e rest of this section, if nothing else is said, we 
assume that £ is a monoidal theory which is unita1'y with respect to unification 
without constants. 
We first investigate the structure of unifiers with constants. Suppose that (T, 
T: sfuC --t slue respect constants and 0 is a unifier with constants of (T and T. 
Then (TO = TO. By Proposition S.l this is equivalent to 
Both sides of this equation are equal if and on ly if the first and second components 
are equal, that is 
The first equation means that Oh is a unifier of (Th and Th. By the results of Sec-
tion 7 we know that the component Oh of 0 can be computed by solving a system of 
homogeneous equations. The condition imposed on Oi by the second equation will 
be captured by the following definition. 
Let (T, T be as a.bove. A left linear mapping 17: sI --t Sf is an inhomogeneous 
solution for (T and T if 
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We denote the set of all inhomogeneous solution for rY and T as I(rY, T). 
We can now give a first characterization of unifiers with constants. 
Proposition 8.3 Suppose rY, T: sfuC -t sluC and 0: sluC -t sluC respect con-
stants. Then 0 is Q, unifier with constants of rY and T if and only if Oh is a unifier of 
I 
rYh and Th, and OJ is an inhomogeneous solution for rY and T. 
In Theorem 8.2, we have characterized the preorder ":Sc" by showing that 0 :Sc '" 
if and only if Oh :s 11h and OJ ~M "'i where M = imo'h. This characterization has the 
disadvantage that the preorder "~M" depends on one of the mappings, namely D. 
If we restrict ":Sc" to unifiers witl! constants 0 such that Oh is most general, then 
"~M" no longer depends on the mappings involved. 
Proposition 8.4 Let rY, T: SfuC -t sluC be mappings that respect constants, and 
let J( := ker( rY'h, T,7). S1Lppose O. '" are unifiers with constants of rY and T such that 
both Oh and "'h Me most general unifieTs of rYh and Th. Then 0 :Sc 1] if and only if 
hi ~,\, "'i· 
Proof. SincE' bit and "'i> are both most general unifiers of rYh and Th, we have 
Oh :s 1]h· Furthermore, we know by 7.2 that imo'h = ker(rYh ' Th) = I<. Hence,o :Sc 1] 
if and only if Oh :s 1]h and Oi ~J\' ",i, which yields the claim. 0 
Consider the unification problem with constants that is given by two mappings 
rY and T. Let f{ := ker(rYh' T;;). Then " ~/\'" is a preorder on I (rY, T), the set of 
inhomogeneous solution s for rY and T. A subset of I(rY , T) is a complete or minimal 
complete set of inhomogeneous so lutions if it is a complete or minimal complete 
subset with respect. to the preorder "~".". 
If U is a set of unifiers with constants of rY and T, then we define 
Iu := {Oi IDE U and Oh is a most general unifier of rYh and Th}. 
Obviously, Iu is a set of inhomogeneous solutions. 
Theorem 8.5 .';uppo;:; r rT. T: S/uc -t Sruc 'I""sperl const.ants and U lS a set of 
unifiers with con~llLnt.~ of rY and T. then 
1. 1u is a complet.e set of inh.om.ogeneous sohLi'i.ons if and only if U is a complete 
set of unifiers with. constants 
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2. Iv is a minimal complete set of inhomogeneous solutions if U is a minimal 
complete set of unzfiers with constants. 
Proof. Let 1< := ker((7;', Th). 
1. "=?" Suppose Iv is a complete set of inhomogeneous solutions. Let 'f/ be a 
unifier with constants of (7 and T . We will show that there is some 0 E U such that 
o:::;c 'f/. 
By 8.3 we know that 'f/i is an inhomogeneous solution for (7 and T. Since Iv is 
complete, there exists some 0 E U such that Oi :::J-( 'f/j. Moreover Oh :::; 'f/h, since 'f/h is 
a unifier of (7h and Th, and 8h is most general. By 8.2 and the fact that im 8;' = 1< 
this implies 8 :::;c 'f/. 
"~" Suppose U is a complete set of unifiers with constants. Let 'f/" be an 
inhomogeneous solution for (7 and T. We will show that there is a 8 E U such that 
8h is a most general unifier of (7h and Th, and 8i :::K 17". 
Let 11' be a most general unifier of (7h and Th and let 'f/ := ('f/', 'f/"). Then 'f/ is a 
unifier wi th constants of (7 and T. Hence, there exists some 8 E U such that 8 :::;c 'f/. 
By 8.2 this implies 8h :::; 'f/h = 'f/'. Since 'f/' is most general, 8h is most general, which 
means that 8j E Iu. Thus 8 :::;c 'f/ implies 8j :::/,. 'f/i = 'f/" by Proposition 8.4. This 
shows that 8 is the required element of U . 
2. Suppose that U is a minimal complete set of unifiers with constants. By part 
(1) we know that Iv is a complete set of inhomogeneous solutions. Thus it suffices 
to show that any two elements of Iu are independent with respect to ":::K" . The 
minimality of U implies that 8h is a most general unifier of (7h and Th for every 
8 E U. Hence 8h :::; 'f/h for all 8, 'f/ E U. If there are 8, 'f/ E U such that 8i :::K 'f/i, 
then Proposition 8.4 implies that 8 :::;c 'f/. Hence 8 = 'f/ and therefore 8i = 'f/j. 0 
Note that the converse of part (2) of the preceding theorem does not hold. It is 
only true if 8h is a most general unifier for all 8 E U. 
We have seen that from a complete set of unifiers one can construct a complete 
set of inhomogeneous solutions. We will show that, conversely, from a complete set 
of inhomogeneous solutions one can construct a complete set of unifiers. 
If I is a set of inhomogeneous solutions for (7 and T, and 8 is a most general 
unifier of (7h and Th, then we define 
uf:= {(<5,'f/) I 'f/ E I}. 
The set uj consists of all combinations of <5 and the elements of I. Obviously, uj is 
a set of unifiers with constants of (7 and T. 
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Theorem 8.6 Suppose <7, T: SluC ~ SluC respect constants. Let 8 be a most 
general unifier of <7h and Th, and 1 a set of inhomogeneous solutions for <7 and T. 
Then uf is a (minimal) complete set of unifiers with constants if and only if 1 is a 
(minimal) complete set of inhomogeneous solutions. 
Proof. Observe that by cOnstruction of uf we have 1u6 = 1. Thus, we know 
I 
by Theorem 8.5 that uf is complete if and only if 1 is complete, and that 1 is a 
minimal complett! set if [If is a minimal complete set. 
It remains to be shown that [If is a minimal complete set if 1 is a minimal 
complete set. Let]( := ker(<7'h, Th). Assume by contradiction that u7 is not a 
minimal complete set. Then there exist TJ, TJ' E 1 such that (0, TJ) Sc (0, TJ') and 
(8, TJ) # (8, TJ'), i.e., TJ # eta' . Since 8 is a most general unifier of <7h and Th, this 
implies TJ ~K TJ', which contradicts the minimality of 1. 0 
8.3 Complete Sets of Inhomogeneous Solutions 
In the previous subsection we have reduced the problem of finding complete sets of 
unifiers with constants to the one of finding complete sets of inhomogeneous solu-
tions. In this section we show that a unification problem with constants gives rise to 
a family of systems of inhomogeneous linear equations, and that an inhomogeneous 
solution has to solve this family simultaneously. 
Suppose <7, T: S/!uc ~ Slue r(>spect constants and TJ is an inhomogeneous solu-
tion for <7 and T. Th(>n 
holds. By dualization, this is equivalent to 
Since the mappings on both sides of the equations are determined by their values 
on the unit vector::; t:e E Sf, this is equivalent to the condition 
(1) 
Equations (1) state that for every c E C the vector eeTJ· must satisfy a certain 
inhomogeneous linear equation. 
We extend our formalism so that we can handle also inhomogeneous equations. 
We say that a mapping 4>: sl ~ sf is affine if there exist a right linear mapping 
A: Sl ~ Sf and a vector b E S{ such that 
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a¢ = aA + b for all a E sI. 
We will write such a mapping as ¢ = A + b. The idea behind this definition is that 
linear mappings correspond to homogeneous linear equations while affine mappings 
are related to inhomogeneous equations. 
As for linear mappings, the kernel of affine mapppings ¢, '1/;: Sl ---* Sf is defined 
as 
ker( ¢, '1/;) := {a E sI I a¢ = a 'I/; }. 
In general, kernels of affine mappings are not submodules of Sl. If ¢ = A + band 
'I/; = 11 + d, then ker( ¢, '1/;) is the set of solutions a to the inhomogeneous equation 
aA + b = all + d. (2) 
If S£ is a ring, then this equation is equivalent to a().. - 11) = d - b. However, since 
subtraction need not exist in arbitrary semirings, inhomogeneous linear equations 
over S£ are in general of the form (2). 
Condition (1) can now be reformulated by saying that every vector ecry* has to 
be an element of the kernel of two particular affine mappings that are obtained from 
0- and T. For a mapping 0-: S{ue ---* SlUG that respects constants and c E C we 
define the affine mapping o-c: Sf ---* S{ as 
With this definition we can characterize inhomogeneous solutions in terms of kernels 
of affine mappings. 
Proposition 8.7 Suppose 0-, T: S/ue ---* Slue respect constants. Let ry: Sl ---* Sf 
be left linea7·. Then ry is an inhomogeneous solut ion f01' 0- and T if and only if 
ecry* E ker( o-c, TC) for all c E C. 
Our next goal is to characterize complete sets of inhomogeneous solutions. 
Proposition 8.8 SUppOSF. 0-, T: SfuC ---* slUG respect constants, and I is a set of 
inhomogeneous solutions for 0- and T. Let 1\ := ker(o-h' Th). Then I is complete if 
and only if for every family of vectors (a c)cEG with ac E ker(o-C, T C) there exists some 
17 E I such that ecry- ~K ac f01' all c E C. 
Proof. "=>" Suppose I is complete. Let (ac)cEG be a family with ac E ker(o-C, TC). 
There exists a unique left linear mapping 11: S'[ ---* Sf such that ecll* = ac. By 
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Proposition 8.7, the mapping /l is an inhomogeneolls solution. Since J is complete, 
there exists some." E J such that." :if( /l. Hence ec"'* ~f( ec/l* = ac for all c E C. 
"{:::" Suppose that for every family (a c)cEc with ac E ker(Jc, T C ) there exists 
some." E J such that ec"'* ~K ac for all c E C. We show that J is complete. Let 
/l be an inhomogeneous solution for (J and T. Then (ec/l*)cEC is a family of vectors 
with ec/l* E ker(Jc, T C ). There exists some." E J such that ec"'* ~c ec/l* for all 
c E C. This yields." :iK /l by definition of ":iK". 0 
The preceding proposition suggests to look for subsets of ker( (J c, T C ) that are 
complete for the preorder "~K". Since such sets will play an important role in our 
theory, we provide a name for them. Let M be a right submodule of Sf and T be a 
subset of Sf. A set S ~ T that is is a complete subset of T for "~M" will be called 
an M -cover of T. 
In the context of inhomogeneous equations, a cover can be understood as a set 
of solutions that represents all solutions. More precisely, if A + band /l + d are affine 
mappings, and S is a ker{,.\, Ill-cover of ker{,.\ + b, /l + d), then every solution a of 
the inhomogeneous equation aA + b = all + d can be expressed as the sum of an 
element of S and a solution a' to the homogeneous equation a' A = a' /l. 
Proposition 8.9 Let A + b, p + d: S{ --t Sf be affine mappings and let S C 
ker(,.\ + b, /l + d) . Then S is a ker(,.\, /l)-cover of ker(,.\ + b, p + d) if and only if 
ker(,.\ + b, p + d) = U a + ker("\' /l). 
aES 
Proof. To shorten Ollr notation, we use the abbreviations J( := ker(,.\ , /l) and 
I<b,d := ker{,.\ + b, /l + d) . 
"~" Suppose S is a J{-cover of J\·b,d. We show that J\b ,d = UaESa + I<. Let 
a' E J( b,d. There exists some a E 5 such that a ~ /..: a', that is a' E a + I<. This 
proves the inclusion "~". Let a E S ~ J(b,d and a' E ](. Then aA + b = all + d and 
a'A = a'/l. From this it follows that (a+a')A+b = (a+a')/l+d. Thus a+a' E ](b,d, 
which yields the inclusion "2". 
"{:::" Suppose ]\'b ,d = UaESa + f{. We show that S is a I<-cover of I<b,d' Let 
a' E ](b,d' Then there is some a E S such that a' E a + Je Hence a ~K a'. 0 
The statement of the above proposition can intuitively be rephrased as follows: 
a set S is a ker{,.\, Il)-cover of ker{,.\ + b, Il + d) if and only if the cosets of ker(,.\ , /l) 
for the elements of Scovel' ker{,.\ + b, p + d). This property motivated the name 
"cover" . 
It is known that one solution suffices to represent all solutions of an inhomoge-
neous equation over a ring. 
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Proposition 8.10 Suppose Sf is a ring. Let'\ + b, J.l + d: S[ -+ Sf be affine 
mappings. Then for every a E ker(,\ + b, J.l + d) the singleton {a} is a ker(,\, J.l )-cover 
of ker(,\ + b, J.l + d), that is, 
ker(,\ + b, J.l + d) = a + ker(,\, J.l). 
Proof. Let](:= ker(,\, J.l) and I<b,d := ker(,\ + b, J.l + d). 
Suppose a E I<b ,d' We show that I<b,d = a + 1(. The inclusion "2" is valid for 
arbitrary semirings. A proof for this fact is contained in the proof of Proposition 8.9. 
To prove the inclusion "~", let a' E I<b,d' Since a, a' E I<b,d, we have a'\ + b = aJ.l + d 
and a''\ + b = a'J.l + d. From this we conclude that (a' - a)'\ = a''\ + b - (a'\ + b) = 
a'J.l + b - (aJ.l + b) = (a' - a)J.l , hence a' - a E Ie Thus a' = a + (a' - a) E a + I<. 0 
Our next step is to relate covers to complete sets of inhomogeneous solutions. 
If a = (a e)eEC i~ a familiy of vectors in Sl', then we denote with T/a: S[ -+ Sf 
the unique left lillear mapping that satisfies ee T/~ = ae for all c E C. 
Let S = (S'e)eEC be a family of subsets of SX. Then we define the set of linear 
mappings Is by 
where IleEc Se is the cartesian product of the Se, that IS, the set of all families 
a = (a e)eEC such that ae ESe. 
Theorem 8.11 Let~ , T:S{UC -+ SluC respect constants, and let](:= ker(~h,Th)' 
Suppose S = (Se )eEC is a family of sets such that Se is a ]( -cover of ker( ~e, Te) for 
every c E C. Th en: 
1. Is is a complete set of inhomogeneous solutions fOT ~ and T 
2. Is is a minimal complete set of inhomogeneous solutions fOT ~ and T if each 
Se is a minimal 1( -coveT of ker( ~e , Te). 
Proof. l. We prove the claim using Proposition 8.8. Let (ae)eEC be a family of 
vectors such that ae E ker( ~e , T e ) for all c E C. Since each set Se is a ]( -cover of 
ker(~e , Te), there exists for every c E C an element be E Sc such that be '5:.K ae. Let 
b := (be)eEC. Then 77b E Is and ec7/b = be '5:.1\' ae· 
2. Assume that Is is not minimal. Then there exist T/a, T/b E Is such that a f. b 
and T/a ~/\' T/b· Let a = (a e)eEC and b = (be)eEC, Since a f. b, there is some 
c E C such that ac f. be· From T/a ~/\' T/b we obtain ae = eeT/; '5:.K eeT/b = be, which 
contradicts the minimality of Se. 0 
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• input: mappings 0", T: Slue -+ Slue that respect constants 
• let (~; ~~ ), (~; ~~) be the matrices describing 0", T 
• let Dh be a matrix representing a most general unifier of O"h and Th 
• for c E n let be and de be the c-th column of C~ and C~, respectively 
• let I( := {a E Sll C;a = C;a} 
• for c E C find a (minimal) K-cover Se of {a E Sll C;a + be = C;a + de} 
• the set of matrices 
{ ( DOh Dj
i
) I the c-th column of Di is in Se } 
represents a (minimal) complete set of unifiers with constants of (J and T 
Figure 2: Schema of an algorithm for unification with constants 
Since an algorithm for computing covers, that is for solving inhomogeneous linear 
equations, will depend on the structure of the semiring Sf a general theory cannot 
be developed beyond the preceding theorem. 
8.4 Computing Complete Sets of Unifiers with Constants 
By Theorem 8.11 we know how to obtain complete sets of inhomogeneous solutions 
for (J and T. By Theorem 8.6 we can combine such a set with a most general unifier 
of (Jh and Th to construct a complete set of unifiers with constants. 
Theorem 8.12 (Unification with Constants) Suppose (J, T: Slue -+ Slue re-
spect constants . Let fj br amosl general unifier oj O"h and Th, and let S = (Se)eEe be 
a Jamily oj sets such that Se is a (minimal) ker(O"h' Th)-cover oj ker(O"e, Te) Jor every 
c E C. Then 
is a (minimal) complete set oj unifiers with constants oj 0" and T. 
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From Theorem 8.12 we derive the schema of an algorithm that computes com-
plete sets of unifiers with constants . We present it in Figure 2. To make it 
work for a theory £, two procedures have to be provided: when given XxY-
matrices CI , C2 over S£, the first one computes a generating set of vectors for 
f{:= {a E sll CIa = C2 a}, and the second one computes for arbitrary vectors 
bl , b2 E Sf" a f{-cover of {a E Sf" I CIa + bl = C2a + b2}. Loosely speaking, the first 
procedure solves homogeneous linear equations over S£, and the second one solves 
inhomogeneous equations. 
When computing unifiers with constants, every constant gives rise to its own 
inhomogeneous equation that is independent from other constants. In order to 
construct a complete set of unifiers with constants the solutions to each of these 
equations have to be combined in all possible ways with the solutions corresponding 
to other constants. 
Most of the algorithms which ha.ve been gi ven in the literature for unification with 
constants in the theories AC [LS76, HS87], ACI [BBSS], and AG can be obtained 
as instances of the schema. As to AG, the optimized algorithm in [LBB84] is the 
one that corresponds to our approach. Remarkably, Stickel's algorithm for AC-
unification with free constants [StiS1] uses a different technique. 
As an illustration, we apply the schema in Figure 2 to a problem in the theory 
GAUSS. 
Example 8.13 Consider the term unification problem 
i(yd + Y3 + i(cd + C2 -=- Y2 + i(Y2) + Cl + i(cd + i(i(i(C2))) 
YI + Y3 + Y3 + Cl + i ( C2 ) -=- Yl + i (Y2) + Cl + Cl 
in the theory GATISS. Lf't X:= {T) , xd, Y:= {Yl,Y2,Y3}, and C:= {cl,cd. The 
above term unification problem is equivalent to the unification problem for the two 
constant respecting mappings 
er', T': FGAUSS(X U C) ---t FGAUSS(Y U C) 
which are given by the equations 
Xl er' i(yd + Y3 + i(cd + C2 
X2 er' Yl + Y3 + Y3 + CI +i( C2) 
'XIT' Y2 + i(Y2) + Cl + i(ct} + i(i(i(C2))) 
X2 T' Yl + i(Y2) + Cl + Cl 
In order to solve the unification problem for er' and T' we consider the analogue 
problem for er := er,lin and T := T'lin. The mappings erh and Th are described by the 
matrices 
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h (i 0 1) C17 = 1 0 2 and 1 + i 
while (Ji and Ti have the matrices 
Ci = 17 (Ii lz.) and i = ( 1 + i -i) C1' 2 0 . 
We already know from Example 7.8 that the matrix 
( 2+ 'i) Dh = 2i 
-1 
represeuts a most. gelleral unifier of (Jh and Th. 
It remains to solve the inhomogeneous equations corresponding to the constants 
Cl and C2. The crth columns of C~ and C~ are 
and 
Since Z ifl iZ, thf' canonical semiring of the theory GA USS, is a ring, the inhomoge-
neous equation C;a + bCI = C~a + ((I is equivalent to (C; - C~)a = dCI - bCIl and 
any solution for this f'quat.ion provides a ker((J'h, Th, )-cover of ker((Jcl, TCJ). Therefore 
it suffices to find one solution to the equation 
( i -1 - i 1) ( a l ) (1) O - . ') a2 l' 1  _
a3 
The vector a = (I. i. 0) is such a solut.ion. Hence. the set {(1, i, OJ} is a ker((Jh , Th)-
cover of kerr (J"I . T "I ). 
For tlte (,OllstClIIt. ('2 W(' Itav(' to solv(' (('~ - C~)a = ((2 - 6C2 ' that is 
( i -1 - i 1) ( al ) = ( -1 - i ) O . 2 a2 " -z -z 
a3 
The vector a = (0,1,0) is a solution to this equation. Hence , the set {(O, 1, O)} is a 
ker((J- T- )-cover of ker((J C2 T C2 ) h' h , . 
COlllbillillg tlH:' covers computed for the two constants we obtain the matrix 
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D'=C n 
Now, the singleton set containing 
represents a complete set of unifiers with constants of cr and T. From D we can 
compute a unifier 6' of cr' and T', which is represented by the substitution 
o 
8.5 Characterizat ion of the Unification Type 
We now characterize the unification type of a monoidal theory with respect to uni-
fication with constants by algebraic means . 
A semiring is of cover type infinitary if for a ll right linear mappings A, f.L and 
vectors b, d there exists a minimal ker(A, f.L )-cover of ker(A + b, f.L + d). A semi ring is 
of cover type finitary or 'unitary if there always exists such a minimal ker(A, f.l)-cover 
that is finite or a singleton, respectively. A semiring is of cover type nullary if it is 
not of type infini tary. 
Exam ple 8.1 4 By Proposition 8.10, every ring is of cover type unitary. Obviously, 
a finite semiring is of cover type fin itary. Thus the boolean semiring B is of cover 
type finitary. The semir ing of natural numbers N is of cover type finitary. 0 
As the main re~:iUlt of this subsection we show that for a monoidal theory [; the 
unification type for unification with constants and the cover type of S£ are the same. 
Theorem 8 .15 Let [; be a monoidal theory that is unitary for elementary unifica-
tion. Then [; is unitary, finitary, infinitary, or nullary for unification with constants 
if and only if Sf is of cover type unitary, finita7'y, infinitary, o'/' nullary, respectively. 
Proof. The cla.im on type nullary is equivalent to the claim on type infinitary, 
since a theory is nul lary if and only if it is not infin itary, and a semiring is of cover 
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type nullary if and only if it is not of cover type infinitary. It remains to show the 
claim on the types infinitary, finitary, and unitary . 
. ":::}" Suppose that £ is infinitary (finitary, unitary) with respect to unification 
with constants. We show that Sf is of cover type infinitary (finitary, unitary). 
Let A, p: S'{ ---? Sf be right linear and b, d E Sf. Without loss of generality 
suppose that C = {c} contains a single constant. Let u, T: SfUG ---? SlUG be the 
constant respecting mappings that satisfy uh = A, eeui = b, and Th = p, eeTt = d. 
Observe that u e = A + band T C = P + d. 
Since £ is infinitary with respect to unification with constants, there exists a 
minimal complete set U of unifiers with constants of u and T. By Theorem 8.5, the 
set 
Iv = {8i I 8 E U and 8h is a most general unifier of Uh and Th} 
is a minimal complete set of inhomogeneous solutions for u and T that has the same 
cardinality as U. By Proposition S.S, for every vector a E ker(ue, Te) there is some 
T/ E Iv such that fe 7( ~l\· a, where ]( := ker(u'h, T;;'). Hence, S := {eeT/* I T/ E Iv} 
is a ](-cover of ker(u C , TC). Every T/ E Iv is uniquely determined by the value eeT/*. 
Thus Iv and S have the same cardinality. Since for any 8, T/ E Iv we have 8 ~K T/ 
if and only if ee8· ~K eeT/*, the minimality of Iv entails the minimality of S. 
Now observe that ]( = ker(uh' Th) = ker(A, p) and that ker((jc, r C ) = ker(A + 
b, p + d). Hence, S is a minimal ker(A, p)-cover of ker(A + b, p + d) that has the 
same cardinali ty as U. 
"~" Suppose that Sf is of cover type infinitary. We show that for every unifi-
cation problem with constants there exists a minimal complete set of unifiers with 
constants. 
Let u, T: Sfue ---? Slue respect constants. Since £ is unitary, there exists a most 
general unifier 8 of Uh and Th. Since Se is of cover type infinitary, there exists for 
every constant c E C a minimal ker( u'h, Th )-cover Se of ker( ue, Te). By Theorem 8.12, 
U := {(8, T/a) I a E IlcEG Se} is a minimal complete set of unifiers with constants of 
u and T. This proves that £ is infinitary for unification with constants if Sf is of 
cover type infinitary. 
Obviously, the cardinality of U is the product of the cardinalities of the covers Se. 
Therefore, U is finite if each Se is finite, and U is a singleton if each Se is a singleton. 
This proves that £ is finitary or unitary for unification with constants if Sf is of 
cover type finitary or unitary, respectively. 0 
The above theorem allows us to draw a series of immediate conclusions, which 
are given in the following corollaries. 
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Corollary 8.16 Let £ be a monoidal theory such that Sf is finite. Then £ is finitary 
with respect to unification with constants. 
Proof. If Sf is finite, then £ is unitary by 7.11, and Sf is of cover type finitary. 
Thus £ is finitary with respect to unification with constants. 0 
Corollary 8.17 Let £ be a group theory. Then £ has the same type with respect to 
unification with constants as with respect to unification without constants. 
Proof. By Theorem 7.6 we know that £ is either unitary or nullary. If £ is 
unitary then £ is also unitary with respect to unification with constants, since Sf is 
(t ring and rings Ctrf' of covpr typP unitary. If £ is nullary then £ is also nullary with 
respect to unificat.ion wit.h constant.s. 0 
Corollary 8.18 (Unitary-Or-Nullary) Lei £ bF a group the01-y. Then £ is either 
unita'ry o'r n'ullary with '/'espect to 'unification with constants. 
Corollary 8.19 A unitary group theory is also unitary with respect to unification 
with constants. 
Corollary 8.20 A group theory with finitely many commuting homomorphisms is 
unitary with respect /.0 unification with constants. 
Proof. By Corollary 7.17 a group theory with finitely many commuting homo-
morphisms is noetherian and thus unitary. 0 
Example 8.21 It follows from 8.20 that AG, AGH, and GAUSS are unitary with 
respect to unification with constants. 
Corollary 8.16 implies that ACI is finitary with respect to unification with con-
stallts. It has \)('('11 SIIO\\'1I tha.t ACI is 1I0t ullitary [BBSSJ. 
It is well-known t.hat AC' is finita.ry with respect to unification with constants, 
but not unitary [LS76J. 0 
Untilllow we ouly kuow examples of unitary monoidal theories that are unitary 
or finitary with respect to unification with constants. In particular, we do not know 
whether unitary monoidal theories exist which are infinitary or nullary with respect 
to unification with constants. Since semirings and monoidal theories are closely 
related, the question whether such theories exist can be reformulated algebraically: 
Is there a semiring such that for every system of homogeneous equations the set of 
solutions is a finitely generated right module, but there is a system of inhomogeneous 
equations such that the corresponding set of solutions is not a finite union of cosets? 
By Corollary 8. J 7 wt' alrpady know that such a semiring would be a proper semiring . 
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9 Conclusion 
Many special monoidal theories, like AC, ACI, and the theory of abelian groups, 
turned out to be important in automated deduction. They have been built into the 
unification algorithms of theorem provers and into Knuth-Bendix-like completion 
procedures for term rewriting systems. 
All of these theories have the common characteristic that unification problems 
can be reduced to linear equation systems over a semiring. For problems without 
constants the systems a.re homogeneous. If constants are present, inhomogeneous 
s)'stems have' to be solved in addition. In the case of elementary unification, problems 
either have a most general unifier, or arbitrarily general unifiers exist . In the case 
of unification with constants we have a similar result for group theories: a group 
theory has the same unification type with constants as it has without constants. 
In particular, group theories with finitely many commuting homomorphisms are 
unitary without and with constants. 
SinO" the reduction of a given unification problem to linear equations is the same 
for all monoidal theories, we have been able to set up a general schema for unification 
algorithms. This has to be hlled with a solution procedure for linear equations in 
order to yield a complete unification algorithm. 
Since such an algorithm depends on the structure of the semiring, the general 
theory cannot go further. But algebra can still provide useful techniques. For 
instance, if the semiring is a field, Gauss's algorithm can be employed. A variant 
of Gauss's algorithm exists for solving linear equat ions over euclidean rings [Sim84] . 
Examples of such rings are the integers or the gaussian numbers. This yields, for 
instance, algorithms for the theories AG (d. [LBB84]) and GAUSS. 
In other cases special methods have to be developed. The widespread use of AC-
1I1lificat i011 Illot i\i-lI('d I'<'s('(-\rcll Oil efficicllt algorithllls for solving linear equations 
over the llatural 11LlIllbers [BC090 , CfS9, 001ll9l, Hue78]. The paper by Baader 
and Buttner [BB88] on unification in ACI implicitly contains an algorithm for solv-
ing systems of linear equations over the boolean semiring B, although it seems that 
the authors were not aware of this fact. Applying Grabner Base techniques, Baader 
devised algorithms for the rings Z[X1 , ... , Xn] and Z(X1 , ... , Xn) of polynomials 
over the integers with commuting and noncommuting variables. These rings cor-
respond to the theories of abelian groups with n commuting and noncommuting 
homomorphisms. rC'sperti\'C'iy [Raa00]. 
In [BN9l] it has been shown how a unification algorithm for a monoidal theory 
E = (E, £) can be llsed for certain conservative extensions of E. If H is a monoid, 
then the theory E(H) is obtained from E by adding a set of generators of H to E, 
where they are . considered as unary function symbols, and by adding to E identities 
which express that the new function symbols are composed in the same way as 
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the corresponding elements of the monoid H. For example, the theory ACH can 
be obtained from AC by adjoining a free monoid with one generator. The theory 
£(H) is a conservative extension of £. The semiring Se(H) of £(H) is isomorphic 
to the monoid semiring Se(H) , which is obtained from Se by adjoining the monoid 
H. Exploiting this algebraic structure, it has been shown in [BN91] how for finite 
monoids H an algorithm for £ can be extended to an algorithm for £(H). 
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